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Résumé
La stéatose hépatique non alcoolique (NAFLD) est la cause d’hépatopathie chronique
la plus fréquente dans les pays occidentaux. Aucune étude n’a vérifié le rapport coûtefficacité du dépistage pour la stéatohépatite non-alcoolique (NASH), le stade avancé de la
maladie.
Nous avons réalisé une analyse coût-utilité des stratégies annuelles non invasives de
dépistage, utilisant une perspective d’un système de soins canadien, dans la population
générale et l’avons comparé à une population à haut risque composée de patients obèses et
diabétiques. Les algorithmes de dépistage incluent des techniques bien étudiées notamment
le «NAFLD fibrosis score», la technique «transient elastography» (TE), et l’imagerie
«acoustic radiation force impulse» (ARFI) pour la détection de la fibrose avancée (≥ F3); et
le test «plasma cytokeratin-18» (CK-18) pour la détection de la NASH. La biopsie du foie et
l’élastographie par résonance magnétique (MRE) ont été comparées comme méthodes de
confirmation. Les coûts en dollars canadiens furent corrigés en fonction de l’inflation et
actualisés à un taux d'actualisation de 5%. Un rapport coût-efficacité différentiel (ICER) de
≤$C50,000 / année de vie pondérée par la qualité (QALY) a été considéré comme coûtefficace.
Nous avons trouvé que par rapport à la stratégie sans dépistage annuel, le dépistage
annuel avec l’algorithme NAFLD fibrosis score/TE/CK-18 et avec MRE comme méthode de
confirmation pour la fibrose avancée, a donné un ICER de $C26,143 par année de vie
pondérée par la qualité (QALY) gagnée. Le dépistage annuel dans les populations à haut
risque obèses et diabétiques était encore plus coût-efficace, avec un ICER de $C9,051 et
$C7,991 par QALY gagnée respectivement. La confirmation avec la biopsie du foie n’était
pas coût-efficace.
Notre modèle indique que le dépistage annuel pour la NASH peut être coût-efficace,
particulièrement dans les populations obèses et diabétiques à haut risque.
Mots clés: Stéatose hépatique non alcoolique (NAFLD), stéatohépatite non-alcoolique
(NASH), coût-utilité, dépistage, coût-efficacité, élastographie
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Abstract
Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is the most common liver disease in
Western countries. No studies have examined the cost-effectiveness of screening for
nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), its advanced form.
We performed a cost-utility analysis of annual non-invasive screening strategies using
third-party payer perspective in a general population and compared it to screening in a highrisk obese or diabetic population. Screening algorithms involved well-studied techniques
including NAFLD fibrosis score, transient elastography (TE), and acoustic radiation force
impulse (ARFI) imaging for detecting advanced fibrosis (≥ F3); and plasma cytokeratin-18
for NASH detection. Liver biopsy and magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) were
compared as confirmation methods. Canadian dollar costs were adjusted for inflation and
discounted at a 5% rate. Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of ≤$C50,000 / quality
adjusted life year (QALY) was considered cost-effective.
Compared with no screening, screening with NAFLD fibrosis score/TE/CK-18
algorithm with MRE as confirmation for advanced fibrosis had an ICER of $C26,143 per
quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gained. Screening in high-risk obese or diabetic
populations was more cost-effective, with an ICER of $C9,051 and $C7,991 per QALY
gained respectively. Liver biopsy confirmation was not found to be cost-effective.
Our model suggests that annual NASH screening can be cost-effective, particularly
in high-risk obese or diabetic populations.

Keywords: Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), nonalcoholic steatohepatitis
(NASH), cost-utility, screening, cost-effectiveness, elastography
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Chapter 1
Nonalcoholic fatty liver and the need for health economic
assessment
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1.1 Introduction
Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is the most common chronic liver disease in
the Western hemisphere. It encompasses a spectrum of disease arising from the accumulation
of fat in the liver. Over time, the fat depositions cause inflammatory changes within the liver,
leading to non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), a subgroup of NAFLD. In turn, chronic
inflammation of the liver results in collagen deposition and liver fibrosis. This process
continues until the hepatic parenchyma is irreversibly changed and end-stage cirrhosis is
reached. Cirrhosis is associated with numerous important clinical implications, including
end-stage liver failure and increased risk of hepatocellular carcinoma. (1)
Morphologically, NAFLD is indistinguishable from alcoholic fatty liver disease.
However, as the name would imply, in NAFLD, the deposition of liver fat occurs in the
setting where there has been no significant alcohol consumption. (2) Instead, its
pathophysiology and genesis relates to the amalgam of risk factors known collectively as
metabolic syndrome. (3) It is by no coincidence that the rise in prevalence of NAFLD over
the last two decades has paralleled the equally significant increases in the prevalence of
obesity and type two diabetes. (4)
Currently, there is controversy regarding whether or not to screen for NAFLD/NASH.
The European Society for the Study of the Liver (EASL) recommends screening for the
disease in high-risk patients with metabolic syndrome and/or patients with characterized
insulin resistance. (1) On the other hand, the American Gastroenterological Association
(AGA), American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD), and American
College of Gastroenterology (ACG) do not recommend screening, even in high-risk groups
with obesity or type two diabetes. (5)
These differing opinions stem from uncertainty in current literature regarding diagnostic
tests, treatments, and overall healthcare cost-effectiveness of screening for NAFLD/NASH.
In accordance with the classic screening criteria established by Wilson and Jungner, there
should be an agreed-upon policy for diagnosis and treatment. In particular, the cost of such
a screening policy should be balanced economically with medical expenditure as a whole.
15

(6) In addressing this important point, this thesis aims to address the current knowledge gap
regarding the cost-effectiveness of screening for NAFLD/NASH.
At present, the gold standard for the diagnosis of NAFLD and NASH is liver biopsy.
However, biopsy is not a benign test and entails significant risks of morbidity and mortality.
These risks include bleeding, infection, and on rare occasions, even death. Combined with
other limitations such as cost and sampling error, liver biopsy would be an unacceptable test
for screening purposes. (7, 8) Thus, to address this issue, noninvasive detection methods have
emerged over the last few decades. Among these, the most numerous and widely used
noninvasive tests include: serum markers and elastography techniques. Individually, these
tests have many strengths including the obvious noninvasive nature of the exam, the relative
low cost, and relative ease of use. Some screening serum markers may be limited by
characteristic weaknesses such as lower receiver operating characteristic (AUROC)
performance ratings for detecting disease. Nonetheless, when combined together in an
algorithm with both screening serum markers and diagnostic elastography techniques show
promise in the screening of NAFLD. (9)
Ultimately, the goal of any screening program should be to recognize latent or early
symptomatic stage of disease in hopes of diagnosing and treating the illness before the
disease fully declares itself in terms of morbidity and mortality. In the case of NAFLD and
NASH, the goal would be to detect and treat early stages of disease before patients reach
irreversible liver cirrhosis and its associated costly sequela. While the exact cost of
NAFLD/NASH to the healthcare system is difficult to quantify, it is estimated to be
substantial. (10) More than a decade ago, chronic liver disease and liver cancer accounted for
approximately 3 billion dollars in American healthcare cost. Furthermore, it was the 10th most
common cause of disease-related death in the United States. (11) This number is now
estimated to be much higher, given the increasing trend in metabolic disorder, obesity and
type two diabetes. NAFLD/NASH is set to become the leading cause of liver transplantation
by 2020. (12)

16

1.2 Most prevalent chronic liver disease
Liver disease is an important cause of morbidity and mortality in Western society and
around the world. (13) In the late 1990s in the United States, it was estimated to account for
2% of all deaths and 1% of all health care expenditures. (11) Recently, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention found that liver disease is the 12th leading cause of all death in the
United States. (13) A population-based study from the United States demonstrated that the
prevalence of chronic liver disease has climbed significantly from 11.78% in the years 19881994 to 14.78% in the years 2005-2008. (14) The increasing healthcare burden of liver
disease is likely related to and exacerbated by the increasing prevalence of obesity and type
2 diabetes mellitus, which are known risk factors for NAFLD/NASH. Presently, NAFLD
represents the most common cause of liver dysfunction. (4) Currently, more than two-thirds
of the American population are either overweight or obese. (15) These alarming trends are
similar in other Western countries, including Canada. (16) Figure 1.1 demonstrates the rise
in prevalence of obesity in Canada over the last 30 years.

Figure 1.1: Prevalence of Obesity, Ages 18 Years and Older, Canada, 1978-2009. Obesity in Canada
[Internet]. Public Health Agency of Canada [cited 2014 Feb 14]. Available from: http://www.phacaspc.gc.ca/hp-ps/hl-mvs/oic-oac/assets/pdf/oic-oac-eng.pdf.

While liver disease as a whole has been on the rise, it is now recognized that NAFLD is
becoming an important cause of chronic liver disease. Current literature estimates that some
280 million obese individuals are affected by NAFLD. (17) Over the last three decades, the
prevalence rates for other traditional leading causes of chronic liver disease, such as hepatitis
C (HCV) and alcoholic fatty liver disease (AFLD), have not changed significantly over this
17

time. On the other hand, NAFLD has steadily risen in prevalence every year. The prevalence
of NAFLD in the United States rose from 5.51% between the years 1988-1994, to 9.84%
between the years 1999-2004, to 11.01% between the years 2005-2008. (14) Looking at the
indications for liver transplantation in end-stage liver disease, Charlton et al. found that
NASH is the third most common reason for transplantation. The trend showed that NASH as
a reason for transplantation increased every year from 2001 to 2009 from 1.2% to 9.7%. On
the other hand, the current number one and two reasons for liver transplantation, HCV and
AFLD, have been trending downwards each year. Based on statistical projections, NASH
would become the leading cause of liver transplantation between 2020 and 2030. (12, 18)
Figure 1.2 demonstrates the projected trend for liver transplantation indication.

Figure 1.2: Projected relative frequencies of NASH and HCV as indications for liver transplantation.
Charlton M. Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease: a review of current understanding and future impact. Clinical
gastroenterology and hepatology : the official clinical practice journal of the American Gastroenterological
Association. 2004;2(12):1048-58.

1.3 Global trends in nonalcoholic fatty liver disease
The predominance of NAFLD in Western countries has been well established. However,
it is rapidly becoming apparent that NAFLD is not solely a Western phenomenon, but rather
that it is becoming a global epidemic. (19) With increased globalization, job market
18

modernization, and urbanization of the populace, emerging economies have given way to the
adoption of a more sedentary lifestyle, leading to a rise in the prevalence of NAFLD.
For example, several studies have already found that prevalence rates in China are now
comparable to those in Europe, at 15-30% of the general population. (20, 21) Similarly in
Indian urban populations, the prevalence of NAFLD ranges from 16 to 32%. Interestingly,
in rural areas of the Indian subcontinent, the prevalence is only ~9%, which gives weight to
the association between the modern, sedentary lifestyle and increased NAFLD prevalence.
(22-24) There is a paucity of epidemiological studies on NAFLD in Africa. However,
prevalence rates in Latin America and Australia have been found to be similar to those in
North America and Europe. (25, 26) Based on these studies, it is estimated that some one
billion people around the world are currently affected by NAFLD. (19) In the coming years,
as more and more people are lifted from rural poverty, the prevalence of NAFLD is expected
to continue its significant rise around the globe. Table 1.1 summarizes the high prevalence
values of NAFLD stratified by region globally.

Table 1.1: Prevalence of NAFLD globally

Region

Prevalence (%)

Africa

13.48

(5.69-28.69)

Asia

27.37

(23.29-31.88)

Europe

23.71

(16.12-33.45)

Middle East

95 CI (%)

31.79

(13.48-58.23)

North America

24.13

(19.73-29.15)

South America

30.45

(22.74-39.44)

Adapted from: Younossi ZM, Koenig AB, Abdelatif D, Fazel Y, Henry L, Wymer M. Global epidemiology of
nonalcoholic fatty liver disease-Meta-analytic assessment of prevalence, incidence, and outcomes. Hepatology.
2016;64(1):73-84

1.4 Economic health assessment and decision analysis
A large part of implementing new healthcare strategies revolves around the concept of
economic analysis. It is often not enough to establish the efficacy of a drug or a screening
19

strategy, but also address the question of effectiveness and cost-effectiveness. Put more
plainly, it should not only work on an individual level, but also be worth it when implemented
into society. In the current climate of growing healthcare cost, the notion of responsible
healthcare expenditure is especially important for health policy makers and healthcare
professionals alike. (27) It is therefore necessary to address the cost-effectiveness of any new
healthcare screening program. (28)
Decision analysis trees are used to quantify and compare various healthcare strategies,
and have been largely established in the field of pharmacoeconomics. It is an elegant way of
simplifying complex strategies into different decision nodes, and quantifies the differences
and consequences associated with each decision. (29) Figure 1.3 is an example of a standard
decision tree for deciding between taking a drug and not taking a drug for a generic disease.

Figure 1.3: Example of a standard decision tree. The blue square denotes a choice node between competing
options. The green circle denotes a probability node, indicating the probability of an event occuring. The red
triangle denotes a termination node, indicating the end of a decision branch. The probability values are indicated
under each event branch. Each termination node is assigned an outcome variable. In this case, the outcome of
interest is death, which is assigned a “1”. Thus, in this case, we are calculating the difference in deaths between
taking and not taking the medicine.

20

A Markov model is a stochastic model with three key features which make them
particularly useful in addressing chronic diseases and clinical scenarios. Firstly, the simulated
population begin in a finite set of mutually exclusive health states. Secondly, there is an
established time period, called a “cycle”. Each cycle, individuals either move onto another
health state or stay in their current health state. Thirdly, movements between health states
each cycle is governed by a transitional probability. The main advantage of Markov modeling
in decision analysis is that it allows simulations that are more complex, and therefore, more
in line with real life. More possible events can be simulated and over a longer time period.
(30)

21

Chapter 2
Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease: an overview
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2.1 Definition
NAFLD is a broad spectrum of disease characterized by excessive fat accumulation
(>5% macrovesicular steatosis) arising in a setting where there is no significant alcohol
consumption and where other causes of liver disease (viral, genetic, autoimmune etc.) have
been excluded. The American societies define significant alcohol consumption as > 21 drinks
on average per week in men and > 14 drinks on average per week in women. (5)
NAFLD has two major subdivisions: nonalcoholic fatty liver (NAFL or simple steatosis)
and NASH (nonalcoholic steatohepatitis). Simple steatosis is the non-progressive form of
NAFLD that rarely develops into NASH and more serious sequelae of chronic liver disease.
NASH is defined as the subgroup of NAFLD characterized by the presence of steatosis,
ballooning degeneration and lobular inflammation, with or without peri-sinusoidal fibrosis.
(31, 32) NASH is the progressive form of NAFLD that can advance to fibrosis, cirrhosis,
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and liver-related mortality. (33) Figure 2.1 illustrates the
NAFLD disease continuum.

Figure 2.1 (courtesy of Dr. An Tang): NAFLD disease continuum. In nonalcoholic fatty liver or simple
steatosis, there is >5% fat infiltration with or without mild inflammation (denoted intracellularly in yellow). As
the disease progresses, so does the necro-inflammatory changes including ballooning degeneration, Mallory
bodies (denoted intracellularly in pink), and inflammatory cell infiltration of the liver (denoted by the tiny
purple cells). Chronic inflammation leads to increasing liver fibrosis (denoted in blue).
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2.2 Epidemiology
2.2.1 NAFLD in the general population
Population-based studies on NAFLD prevalence have been done using a variety of
diagnostic methods. While it is probably most accurate to use liver biopsy, the reference
standard for diagnosis, the invasive nature of the exam makes it unsuitable for
epidemiological studies. Somewhat circumventing this issue, an American study looking at
liver biopsies of potential liver donors found that 20% of potential donors were ineligible for
organ donation due to significant degrees of steatosis (>30%). (34) Elsewhere in South
Korea, among more than 500 consecutive potential liver donors, the prevalence of NAFLD
was even higher at 51%. (35)
Given the risks behind using liver biopsy in epidemiological studies, most studies
looking at the prevalence of NAFLD have used non-invasive methods such as imaging-based
studies and serum markers. Evidently, these non-invasive methods are less accurate than
histology-established diagnosis. Nonetheless, significant conclusions can be drawn from
these large population-based studies.
Non-invasive imaging-based studies have assessed the prevalence for NAFLD using
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasonography. A large multicenter, crosssectional population study in Spain demonstrated that the prevalence of NAFLD was 33.4%
in men and 20.3% in women. (36) In the Dionysos nutrition and liver study in Italy, subjects
with and without suspected liver disease underwent ultrasonographic testing for NAFLD.
The study found that among 3,345 subjects, the prevalence of NAFLD in those with and
without suspected liver disease was 25% and 20% respectively.(37) American studies have
found that the prevalence of NAFLD is equally high if not higher. A large ultrasound-based
study performed at the Brooke Army Medical Center found the prevalence of NAFLD to be
46%. (38) The Dallas Heart Study, which used a MRI-based (MR spectroscopy) method for
detecting NAFLD, demonstrated that the general prevalence of NAFLD in the general
population was 31%. (39)
In terms of serum markers, alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and aspartate
aminotransferase (AST) have been used as non-invasive indicators of NAFLD in populationbased studies. A study by the Johns Hopkins Hospital Execute Health Program demonstrated
24

that 14% of NAFLD patients had at least one elevated liver enzyme while 21% had both.(40)
Another study estimated the prevalence of NAFLD using only aminotransferases to be
around 8% to 9%.(41) However, it is worth noting that while aminotransferases is relatively
cheap and readily available, it is not a great test for diagnosing NAFLD. It is now known that
a significant number of patients with NAFLD have normal ALT and AST levels.(33) In the
Dallas Heart study, 80% of cases of patients with increased hepatic triglyceride content were
reported to have normal aminotransferases. (37) Due to its low specificity, aminotransferases
alone is unlikely to provide an accurate assessment of population-wide prevalence.
In summary, most American studies have reported the prevalence of NAFLD to be 1035%. Rates reported from the rest of the world is surprisingly similar, ranging from 6% to
35%, with a median of 20%. (33) The discrepancy between the rates likely varies with the
modality used as well as the study population. In general, the prevalence of NAFLD in the
North American is thought to be closer to 30%, given that approximately one-third of the
population is obese. (33)

2.2.2 Risk factors for NAFLD
Epidemiological studies looking into NAFLD risk factors reveal that excessive BMI and
visceral obesity are among the most important risk factors. Bariatric surgery patients with
severe obesity have been found to have a prevalence of NAFLD exceeding 90%. Up to 5%
of these patients have undetected NASH cirrhosis as well. (33, 42, 43) The other major risk
factor for NAFLD is type two diabetes mellitus. Studies have shown that between 69 to 87%
of type two diabetic patients assessed by either ultrasound or biopsy demonstrated some form
of NAFLD. (44, 45) Other risk factors include individuals with dyslipidemia, of which the
prevalence of NAFLD is estimated to be 27-92%. (4) Taken as a whole, these major risk
factors for NAFLD are essentially those described in metabolic syndrome (MS), with the two
entities being intimately associated. Figure 2.2 illustrates the average prevalence of NAFLD
and NASH in obese and diabetic patients.
Besides metabolic syndrome, other factors associated with NAFLD include age, male
gender, and Hispanic heritage. The prevalence of NAFLD increases with age. Advanced age
is also linked to increased likelihood of developing NASH cirrhosis and mortality risk
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associated with NAFLD. (4) In terms of gender, males are considered more at risk of
developing NAFL. (46) Finally, the Hispanic population have been found to have significant
higher prevalences of NAFLD than non-Hispanics. (47)

Figure 2.2: The average prevalence of NAFLD and NASH in general and high-risk groups. Bhala N,
Jouness RI, Bugianesi E. Epidemiology and natural history of patients with NAFLD. Curr Pharm Des.
2013;19(29):5169-76.

2.2.3 NAFLD in the pediatric population
NAFLD in children is a significant known entity that should be recognized early to offset
the rapid development of severe complications. Children as young as 2 years old have been
found to have NAFLD, with documented cases of NASH-related cirrhosis as young as 8
years old.(48, 49) In such extreme cases, genetic or environmental susceptibility may be
called into question.
Given that the definition for NAFLD is the same for children as adults, precise estimation
of prevalence in this subset population presents with the same difficulties as in adults. The
different estimates vary depending on the type of imaging or serum test, the cut-offs for
detection, as well as geographic differences in age, sex and ethnicity. An autopsy study using
the gold standard liver biopsy estimates NAFLD prevalence to be 9.6% in 742 children aged
2 to 19 years old who died from unnatural causes.(48) Another study using abnormal
aminotransferases as serum detection cites the prevalence of NAFLD in 17-18 year olds to
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be 23%.(49) Multivariate analyses have demonstrated that obesity, male gender and older
age are independent predictors of fatty liver prevalence in children. (49)

2.2.4 NASH cirrhosis and liver transplantation
With the rise of NAFLD, NASH cirrhosis is expectedly becoming an increasingly
common reason for orthotopic liver transplantation. According to the United Network for
Organ Sharing, NASH cirrhosis accounted for 3.5% of transplants in 2005, versus just 0.1%
of transplants in 1996. Furthermore, the number of transplantations attributed to NASH
cirrhosis is thought to be significantly higher, due to its under-recognition as well as
association with exclusive comorbidities such as obesity or diabetes mellitus. (50) The
number of patients who will undergo transplantation due to NASH cirrhosis is expected to
rise in the coming decade as recognition of NAFLD improves, the obesity epidemic worsens
and the prevalence of hepatitis continues to decrease.(12)
Interestingly, about 25% of patients with transplanted liver for NASH cirrhosis redevelop
steatosis in the first year. By the fourth year, almost 50% of patients will develop steatosis,
with 30-50% of these patients also demonstrating histologic evidence of NASH. (51) Posttransplantation studies have found that risk factors for recurrent or de novo NAFLD include
obesity, diabetes mellitus/insulin resistance and elevated total cholesterol, the very same risk
factors for the development of NAFLD in the first place. (50)
In summary, NASH is becoming an increasingly important reason for end-stage liver
disease. It has surpassed alcoholic liver disease, falling behind only hepatitis C as the secondleading indication for liver transplantation. (52)

2.3 Natural history
The actual trigger for the evolution of simple fatty liver disease to end-stage
fibrosis/cirrhosis is not well understood. Current literature on this subject is lacking in
terms of well-controlled, longitudinal studies, and is limited by use of nonstandard
definitions as well as referral and publication bias. Null studies concerning disease
progression are less likely to be submitted and published. Furthermore, well designed
longitudinal studies are more time-consuming and costly. (51) Of all potential predictors of
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disease progression, initial patient histology on presentation has demonstrated the best
predictive value for progression of disease. While those with “benign” fatty liver appears to
have a small likelihood to progress to cirrhosis over a single lifetime, it is those patients
with inflammation or histopathologically-proven steatohepatitis that have the increased
likelihood of advancing to fibrosis. (53) Importantly, it is patients with NASH and
advanced fibrosis that have the greatest risk of developing cirrhosis, liver failure, and
hepatocellular carcinoma. (54, 55) Patients with isolated steatosis demonstrate very low
progression to fibrosis and liver-related mortality. (56) Patients with biopsy-proven NASH
NAFLD are six times more likely to die from liver-related mortality than non-NASH
NAFLD. (57)
On the other hand, patients with NASH are at increased risk of developing early and
advanced fibrosis. Current literature places fibrosis progression in NASH at 25 to 30% of
cases over 4 years and in 50% of cases over 6 years.(31, 56, 58-61) Other estimates place
the rate of progression at one fibrosis stage every 7 years, which is significantly higher than
rates seen in non-NASH NAFLD. (62) Once progressive fibrosis begins, the patients are at
risk of developing end-stage liver cirrhosis. According to one of the longest cohort studies
on this subject, over a mean period of 13.7 years, 13% of patients with mild-to-moderate
fibrosis developed cirrhosis. Furthermore, 25% of patients with moderate-advanced fibrosis
developed cirrhosis and end-stage liver disease. (56) Figure 2.3 illustrates the KaplanMeier survival curve demonstrating the difference in progression to advanced fibrosis
(stage 3 or 4 fibrosis) between patients with biopsy-proven inflammation and those without.
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Figure 2.3: Kaplan-Meier survival curve for the difference in progression to advanced fibrosis between
patients with inflammation and those without. Advanced fibrosis is defined as stage 3 or stage 4 fibrosis.
The two cohorts are stratified by the presence of any inflammation on initial index biopsy in patients included
in paired biopsy, natural history studies of NASH. Argo CK, Northup PG, Al-Osaimi AM, Caldwell SH.
Systematic review of risk factors for fibrosis progression in non-alcoholic steatohepatitis. Journal of
hepatology. 2009;51(2):371-9.

Metabolic syndrome plays a central role in the development of NAFLD. Metabolic
syndrome consists of central obesity, hypertension, hypertriglyceridemia, impared glucose
tolerance and low high-density lipoprotein cholesterol. Over 90% of NAFLD patients have
at least one of these aforementioned traits.(63) The acceleration of NAFLD over the last two
decades has paralleled the rise of overweightness and obesity in the general population. In
the Dionysos study, 94% of obese patients (body mass index greater than or equal to
30kg/m2) and 67% of overweight patients (body mass index greater than or equal to 25/m2)
had NAFLD. These staggering figures were compared with only 25% of normal weight
patients who had NAFLD. (37, 64) Abdominal obesity appears to be an independent predictor
for NAFLD, with an association noted between degree of abdominal obesity and the
likelihood of NAFLD. (65)
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The other important factor in the pathophysiology of NAFLD is insulin resistance. The
overall prevalence of NAFLD in those patients with type 2 diabetes is between 40% and
70%. (66) Many cross-sectional studies have postulated that hepatocyte ballooning,
inflammation and fibrosis, phenotype changes in steatohepatitis are associated with type 2
diabetes. (63) There is also evidence of higher degrees of steatosis in type 2 diabetes with up
to 200% more liver fat than those without in age-, gender-, and BMI-matched controls. (67)
Interestingly, according to one of the largest multicenter prospective study from four
countries, end-stage cirrhosis from NAFLD appears to lead to lower rates of liver-related
complications as well as lower rates of HCC as compared with end-stage cirrhosis by HCV
infection. However, the overall mortality of both conditions is very similar, due in part to
similarities in vascular/non-liver related complications. This important fact harkens back to
the fact that hypercholesterolemia and diabetes are associated with both NAFLD as well as
major vascular complications. Thus, the authors argue for more holistic treatments for
NAFLD in order to tackle the very real risk of mortality from cardiovascular complications.
(68)
In summary, the presence of inflammation or NASH on initial liver biopsy comprises
one of the strongest predictors for NAFLD progression. The degree of fibrosis is the most
important prognostic factor. (51, 55) Liver steatosis by itself is not associated with increased
liver-related mortality or significant NAFLD progression. Given this knowledge on the
natural history, the effort should be oriented towards identifying and treating the patients
with steatohepatitis and advanced fibrosis.

2.3.1 Prognostic differences between NAFLD histological subtypes
A meta-analysis of five community-based studies assessing the prognosis of different
NAFLD histological subtypes demonstrated interesting results.(9) The survival of those
patients with simple steatosis was found to be very similar to that of the general population.
In comparison, the patients with NASH had a significantly higher overall mortality than those
with simple steatosis with an OR of 1.81 (CI 95%). Of all possible causes of death, liver
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disease was the main etiology for death excess in NASH, with a liver-related mortality rate
of 11 to 17.5% as compared with 1.7 to 2.7% in patients with simple steatosis. (9)
While the presence of NASH is a significant factor in liver-related and overall mortality,
fibrosis stage is an even stronger predictor of overall mortality.(55) Besides overall mortality,
fibrosis stage is also a strong predictor for hepatocellular carcinoma and cirrhosis, two longterm liver-related complications of NAFLD. Interestingly, fibrosis stage has also been found
to be predict increased rate of cardiovascular and infectious diseases. (55)

2.3.2 Liver-related complications
Liver-related complications in NAFLD can be divided into those related to cirrhosis and
terminal liver failure, and long-term complications related to hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC). Cirrhosis imparts increased mortality and complication risk, related to synthetic liver
dysfunction, which is a well-studied process. (4) In theory, patients with advanced NAFLD
who reach the cirrhotic stage would suffer from the same rate of complications as cirrhotic
patients from any other etiology such as hepatitis C (HCV). However, there is evidence to
suggest that NAFLD cirrhosis has lower rates of liver-related complications when compared
with HCV patients. A large multicenter prospective trial of 511 patients comparing the
mortality and morbidity between NAFLD and HCV cirrhotic patients found that the
cumulative incidence of liver-related complications was lower in the NAFLD cohort than the
HCV cohort. (68) Importantly, the same study did not demonstrate any significant difference
in overall mortality between the two cohorts. (68) These results were confirmed in previous
smaller trials as well.(69, 70)
HCC represents another significant complication associated with advanced NAFLD and
cirrhosis. While population-based studies looking at the long-term history of NAFLD have
been limited by small size, the bulk of the evidence have confirmed the association between
NAFLD and HCC.(31, 68, 70) One of the largest prospective community-based study thus
far demonstrated a 10% rate of HCC in patients with NAFLD cirrhosis after a mean follow
up of 7.6 years.(71) Interestingly, it has been demonstrated that there is a relative decrease in
risk of HCC in patients with NASH cirrhosis versus HCV cirrhosis. A large cohort study
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concluded that the risk of HCC in HCV was significantly more than in NAFLD (6.8% versus
2.4% respectively).(68) Nonetheless, HCC remains an important complication of NAFLD.
NAFLD cirrhosis is associated with an incidence of up to 10% over 7 years.(4) Furthermore,
there has been evidence to suggest that HCC can develop in NAFLD patients even in the
absence of cirrhosis, where metabolic syndrome is the only identifiable risk factor.(72)
Lastly, most cases of HCC associated with NAFLD are detected on first referral, a fact that
outlines the importance of clinical vigilance and surveillance of disease.(4)

2.3.3 Extra-hepatic complications
Besides liver-related complications, NAFLD also increases the risk for developing type
2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease (CVD), and peripheral vascular disease. The relationship
between NAFLD and risk of future diabetes was established in a meta-analysis of 21
prospective, population-based studies.(73) Furthermore, patients with both NAFLD and type
2 diabetes have a further increased risk of diabetes-related complications such as coronary
heart disease, ischemic stroke, and cardiovascular death.(74)
Growing literature seems to suggest an independent and active involvement of NAFLD
in the pathogenesis of CVD.(75) It has been demonstrated that the presence of hepatic
steatosis is associated with increased intima-media thickness of the carotid arteries as well as
increased presence of carotid plaques.(76) Furthermore, patients with NAFLD have been
associated with significantly higher estimated cumulative risk of major cardiovascular events
(19% in NAFLD patients vs. 10% control).(77) However, while the association exist, the
underlying causal mechanism linking the two pathologies is currently uncertain.

2.4 Screening, surveillance, and diagnostic modalities
Given the previously mentioned uncertainties, the specifics of screening and surveillance
policies in NAFLD remain an open question.(78) Nonetheless, much work is currently
underway in finding the most accurate noninvasive modalities in the diagnosis of NAFLD
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across its disease spectrum. These noninvasive modalities are divided into two broad
categories, biomarker panels and imaging-based methods.

2.4.1 Biomarker panels
Biomarker panels represent a significant proportion of the current tools available for the
non-invasive assessment of NAFLD. They include an array of biochemical parameters
ranging from routine liver function tests to markers of hepatocyte apoptosis and markers of
adipose tissue-releasing cytokines. Despite universal reliance on liver transaminases for the
detection of liver pathology, in reality liver transaminases by themselves are not accurate
enough for NAFLD screening. This is because the majority of patients with NAFLD present
with normal transaminase levels and histologically advanced disease can readily be
missed.(78) While individually, blood tests may lack in diagnostic accuracy, when combined
together in an algorithm, their diagnostic accuracy increases substantially. Through multiple
regression analysis, predictive equations have been designed and studied in order to best
predict the probability of disease in the clinically important NAFLD (i.e. NASH or advanced
fibrosis).(9)
For example, the BARD score represents one of the most basic algorithms, comprising
of biochemical and clinical parameters readily available to the clinician (BMI, AST/ALT
ratio, presence of diabetes).(79) While the BARD score is relatively easy to use, it has been
proven to be inferior to several other non-invasive biomarker panels.
A comprehensive meta-analysis by Musso et al. looked at a total of 21 non-invasive
biomarker panels to identify their characteristics and diagnostic performances. Five panels
were found to detect the presence of advanced fibrosis in patients with NAFLD, including
BARD score, Fibrotest, enhanced liver fibrosis (ELF) panel, combined panel, and NAFLD
fibrosis score. Of these five biomarker panels, Fibrotest, ELF panel, combined panel, and
NAFLD fibrosis score all demonstrated increased diagnostic accuracy when compared with
BARD score with test accuracy (AUROC) ranging from 0.80 to 0.90.(9) When comparing
the remaining four biomarker panels for the detection of advanced fibrosis, only the NAFLD
fibrosis score has been most extensively validated. Fibrotest, ELF, and combined panel are
limited by lack of external validation besides the original study so their reproducibility in
different population remains unknown.(9)
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The NAFLD fibrosis score consists of seven routinely measured clinical and biochemical
parameters including age of the patient, BMI, presence of diabetes, AST, ALT< platelets,
and albumin. With these parameters on hand, the clinician can then predict either high or low
probability that the patient has advanced fibrosis. A meta-analysis of 13 studies and 3604
participants demonstrated that the NAFLD fibrosis score has an AUROC of 0.85 (0.810.90).(9) The major limitation of the NAFLD fibrosis score, however, is that a large
percentage of patients fall between the cutoffs for low or high probability of advanced
fibrosis, and therefore are indeterminate for fibrosis. The same meta-analysis demonstrated
that 20% to 58% of patients have indeterminate results using the NAFLD fibrosis score.(9)
These patients would therefore require alternative methods of fibrosis detection.
Unlike for the detection of advanced fibrosis, biomarker panels for the detection of
NASH is comparatively lacking at present. For the detection of NASH, six major biomarker
panels have been studied. They include NASH Test, NASH Predictive Index, Obesity-related
NASH Diagnostics, NASH Clinical Score, NAFIC score, and Plasma ELISA-detected
cytokeratin-18 (CK-18).(9) Of these six biomarker panels, only the cytokeratin-18 has been
externally validated from their original studies. In fact, cytokeratin-18 was validated in nine
independent studies comprising of 856 NAFLD patients. Furthermore, the largest study on
cytokeratin-18 fragments by the NASH Clinical Research Network (CRN) demonstrated that
other routinely available parameters did not significantly improve its diagnostic
accuracy.(80) Thus, the Plasma ELISA-detected cytokeratin-18 test comprises of detecting
only one marker, the cytokeratin-18 fragment, which is released in the setting of hepatocyte
apoptosis. A meta-analysis of cytokeratin-18 has found that the AUROC for this exam to be
0.82 for the detection of NASH in patients with NAFLD.(9)
While non-invasive biomarker panels comprise an exciting component of upcoming noninvasive assessment for NAFLD, they are limited by one important limitation. Thus far, all
biomarker panels have been validated in cross-sectional studies. As a result, little is known
of their diagnostic performance in monitoring disease progression and treatment response.(9)
Table 2.1 summarizes the diagnostic performances for the most well-studied serum
biomarkers for liver fibrosis.
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Table 2.1: Diagnostic performances of serum biomarkers for liver fibrosis
Study

Number
of studies
2

Diagnostic
endpoint
Fibrosis ≥ F2

NAFLD
fibrosis score
BARD score

13

Fibrosis ≥ F3

6

Fibrosis ≥ F3

Enhanced
Liver Fibrosis
(ELF) panel

2

Fibrosis ≥ F3

Fibrometer

1

Fibrosis ≥ 2

Fibrotest

AUC (95%CI)
0.78 (0.720.85)
0.85 (0.810.90)
0.78 (0.720.84)
0.90 (0.840.96)
0.94 (N/A)

Sensitivity
(%)
76 (70-84)

Specificity
(%)
74 (69-81)

90 (86-95)

60 (56-65)

72 (60-84)

64 (56-72)

86 (80-91)

93 (90-96)

79 (N/A)

96 (N/A)

Adapted from: Musso G, Gambino R, Cassader M, Pagano G. Meta-analysis: natural history of non-alcoholic
fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and diagnostic accuracy of non-invasive tests for liver disease severity. Annals of
medicine. 2011;43(8):617-49.

2.4.2 Imaging-based methods
Imaging-based methods make up the other large part of current non-invasive
examinations for NAFLD. The preeminent and most studied imaging modalities will be
highlighted in this section. Table 2.2 summarizes the main advantages and disadvantages of
the imaging-based methods discussed below.

2.4.2.1 Conventional ultrasound
Conventional ultrasound represents the most common and readily available modality in
current institutions. It has been largely recognized in the qualitative assessment of hepatic
steatosis. A fatty liver appears hyperechoic or brighter than surrounding structures due to the
increased scatter and attenuation of fat-filled vesicles.(81) In one of the largest meta-analyses
looking at the diagnostic performance of detecting simple steatosis using conventional
ultrasound when compared to liver biopsy, the mean sensitivity ranged from 73 to 91%.(82)
Differences in sensitivity depended largely on the presence of mild or severe steatosis,
accounting for the fact that severe steatosis is significantly easier to detect than mild steatosis.
While conventional ultrasound offers the advantage of being common, readily available,
and cheap, it also presents significant limitations. Detection of steatosis becomes increasingly
difficult in the presence of co-existing fibrosis or inflammation. It is unable to differentiate
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between simple steatosis, NASH or fibrosis.(83) Furthermore, conventional ultrasound also
suffers from significant inter- and intra-observer reliability differences.(84)

2.4.2.2 Transient elastography
Transient elastography (TE) is an ultrasound-based vibration controlled technique that is
currently the most validated and commonly used elastography technique globally.(85, 86)
This technique involves the generation and velocity measurement of a low-amplitude shear
wave within a region of interest in the liver. The measured wave velocity is then converted
into measurements of liver stiffness.(87) TE has proven to be excellent for diagnosing
advanced fibrosis (stages 3 and 4). A previous meta-analysis demonstrated a pooled AUROC
of 0.94 with a sensitivity of 94% and specificity of 95% for detecting advanced (stage 3 and
over) fibrosis.(9) Another more recent meta-analysis found that TE was good at diagnosing
stage 3 fibrosis (sensitivity of 85%, specificity of 82%) and excellent at diagnosing stage 4
fibrosis (sensitivity of 92%, specificity of 92%).(88) However, concerns regarding the
diagnostic accuracy of TE are raised when detecting lower stage fibrosis. In the same metaanalysis, it was found that TE only has moderate accuracy for diagnosing stage 2 fibrosis
(sensitivity of 79%, specificity of 75%).(88)
Major obstacles to the successful implementation of transient elastography clinically are
its rate of failure and associated unreliable results. These are most commonly as a result of
obesity and operator inexperience.(89) Other cited reasons for unreliable results include
recent food ingestion, ascites and heart failure. A recent study by Cassinotto demonstrated
failure rate of 14.4%. Furthermore, it was found that 8.9% of cases had unreliable results.(90)
To address these limitations, newer XL probes have been developed to be used in obese
patients. These probes are able to assess deeper regions of interest by emitting lower central
US frequencies, thus better overcoming the challenges posed by excess subcutaneous fat.
Initial study of the XL probe proves optimistic, although somewhat muted results when
compared to a non-obese cohort. Wong et al. demonstrated sensitivity and specificity of 78%
for the detection of stage 3 or higher fibrosis in obese patients using the XL probe. The
underlying caveat is that cutoff rates are different for the XL probe versus the regular
probe.(91)
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2.4.2.3 Acoustic radiation force impulse imaging
Acoustic radiation force impulse imaging (ARFI) comprises an alternative method of
assessing liver fibrosis. In ARFI imaging, small short-duration acoustic impulses are
generated in regions of interest, which cause mechanical excitation and shear wave
propagation. Based on shear wave propagation velocity as picked up by the US machine,
information of liver stiffness can be inferred. Similar to transient elastography, ARFI imaging
can be readily available in a clinical setting with immediately available test results to
facilitate workflow.(92) Furthermore, an advantage of the ARFI technology is that it can be
implemented in a conventional US machine without the need for a separate Fibroscan.
Therefore, to avoid multiple different studies, patients who need simultaneous conventional
ultrasound evaluation for ascites or hepatocellular carcinoma screening would be more easily
assessed with ARFI than transient elastography.(92)
In terms of diagnostic accuracy, the most recent study by Cassinotto et al. found that
ARFI imaging performed on-par with transient elastography for the detection of stage 3 and
stage 4 fibrosis.(90) Similar results were demonstrated in previous studies.(88, 93)
Furthermore, failure rates were found to be lower for ARFI imaging than transient
elastography. Cassinotto et al. demonstrated failures rates of only 0.7%.(90) That being said,
ARFI imaging is similarly limited by unreliable results in obese patients as in transient
elastography. Compared to studies using transient elastography and XL probes, studies using
ARFI imaging have similar or higher unreliable rates.(94, 95) In summary, ARFI imaging
proves an alternative to transient elastography. That being said, the literature on ARFI
imaging is more scant than on transient elastography and more investigation in NAFLD
patients is needed.

2.6.2.4 Magnetic resonance elastography
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Magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) is a comprehensive method of assessing for
liver fibrosis in patients with NAFLD. It uses a modified phase-contrast technique for
imaging the propagation of shear waves in the liver. In general, MRE comprises an excellent
ability in detecting significant (stage 3 and higher) fibrosis.(92) A recent systematic review
of nine studies calculated a mean AUROC for detecting ≥ stage 3 of 0.90 and for detecting
stage 4 of 0.91.(96) In another prospective evaluation, MRE was found to have an AUROC
of 0.924 for discriminating advanced fibrosis (stage 3 and 4) from milder fibrosis (stage 0 to
2).(97) Finally in a separate meta-analysis, MRE was found to have a sensitivity of 92% and
a specificity of 96% of distinguishing advanced fibrosis (stage 3 and 4) from milder fibrosis
(stage 1-2).(98) These studies chose this specific discrimination (advanced vs. mild fibrosis)
due to clinical relevancy. Patients with advanced fibrosis are specifically the ones that have
the greatest risk of disease progression.
There is appeal of MRE over such imaging methods as transient elastography and ARFI
imaging. At face value, it is less operator-dependent and more elegant of a modality.
Furthermore, recent comparison of MRE and transient elastography for the staging of liver
fibrosis demonstrated that MRE was significantly more accurate for detecting liver fibrosis
stage ≥ 2 and stage 4.(99) Despite these optimistic results, further large-scale prospective
trials are recommended to compare MRE from US-based elastography in NAFLD.(92)
Current studies are limited by small populations. When it comes to MRE, there are also
limitations in terms of costs, increased time-consumption and lack of broad availability.(9)
These limitations makes MRE less appealing for routine screening purposes for NAFLD
patients in clinical practice. On the other hand, its high sensitivity and specificity opens the
doors to the potential of using MRE as a confirmation tool for when ultrasound-based
elastography fails or when more detailed imaging is necessary.(92)

Table 2.2: Summary of noninvasive imaging modalities for NAFLD
Imaging
US

Advantages


Ready availability



Low cost

Disadvantages


Only qualitative assessment of
steatosis
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Provides evaluation of liver architecture



Limited by inter- and
intraobserver variability

TE

ARFI



Short processing time (<10 minutes)



Ambulatory clinical setting



Immediate results



Readily available



Immediate results



Failure rates less than TE



Allows for simultaneous sonographic



Limited reliability in obese
individuals



False positives (ascites,
congestion)



Failed or unreliable
measurements



Does not allow for quantification
or assessment of steatosis

imaging of the liver
MRE



Can be accomplished in ~20 minutes



Requires MRI facility



No additional hardware needed



Results not specific to NAFLD



No contrast



Not affected by obesity



Simulatenous MRI for liver architecture and
carcinoma screening

patients


Cannot distinguish between
inflammation and fibrosis



Cannot be used in some patients
with implantable devices

Adapted from: Hannah WN, Jr., Harrison SA. Noninvasive imaging methods to determine severity of
nonalcoholic fatty liver disease and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis. Hepatology. 2016;64(6):2234-43.

2.4.3 Liver biopsy
Liver biopsy represents the gold standard in the diagnosis of NAFLD. The unmatched
sensitivity and specificity of histological assessment makes it a cornerstone for the evaluation
of chronic liver disease. However, by definition, liver biopsy is an invasive procedure, which
carries with it real consequences. As a result, both physicians and patients may find it difficult
to carry out a biopsy, especially in light of advancing alternative noninvasive methods as
outlined in the previous section. (100)
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From a historical point of view, liver biopsy was used almost entirely as a diagnostic
tool. However, with better understanding of natural history of liver diseases as well as new
therapies for patients, nowadays, it has become important in clinical management as well.
The three recognized roles for liver biopsy include 1) diagnosis, 2) disease staging for
prognosis, and 3) in assisting therapeutic decision making. (100) Table 2.3 summarizes the
current-day indications for liver biopsy.

Table 2.3: Indications for liver biopsy
Diagnosis


Multiple parenchymal liver disease



Abnormal liver tests of unknown etiology



Fever of unknown origin



Focal or diffuse abnormalities on imaging studies

Prognosis- Staging of known parenchymal liver disease
Management- Developing treatment plans based on histologic analysis
Adapted from: Rockey DC, Caldwell SH, Goodman ZD, Nelson RC, Smith AD, American Association for the
Study of Liver D. Liver biopsy. Hepatology. 2009;49(3):1017-44.

Despite its universal acceptance and role in current clinical management of chronic liver
disease, liver biopsy is not without its faults. Liver biopsy is associated with estimated major
complication risks in 1-3% of cases, including the possibility of death in 0.01%. (101) In a
separate Canadian study looking at 4275 biopsies over 10 years, liver biopsy was found to
have an overall mortality rate of 0.14%. Other complications included pain requiring
admission in 0.51% and bleeding in 0.35%. These complications were associated with a
median cost of $ 4,579 (CAD). (102) For these reasons, liver biopsy is known to cause
significant patient anxiety. (100)
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Depending on the technique for procuring the biopsy specimen, there are errors related
to sample location and sample size. The average liver biopsy specimen will typically only
yield 0.05 cm3 of an organ that ranges from 800 to 1000 cm3. This corresponds to less than
1:50,000 ratio of the total volume. (101) As a result, liver biopsy has been shown to
incorrectly exclude NASH in up to ¼ of cases and misclassify fibrosis stage in 1/3 of cases.
(103)
In summary, liver biopsy remains the reference standard for the diagnosis of liver
disease. Given the underlying risks, discussions of benefit and risk should be undertaken
between physician and patient before this invasive procedure. With the advance of multiple
noninvasive modalities, liver biopsy may not be the most effective diagnostic measure, for
example, in the context of screening for NAFLD.

2.5 Management of NAFLD
Currently, there is widespread agreement that all patients with NAFLD should undergo
lifestyle intervention in order to control metabolic risk factors such as central obesity and
high fasting blood sugar. These changes include the promotion of weight loss, dietary plans,
and increased physical exercise. All guidelines promote lifestyle changes as the first-line
treatment for all NAFLD patients. (78)

2.5.1 Lifestyle changes
Given the significant association between central obesity and NAFLD, weight loss
comprises a major part of the lifestyle intervention for patients. The exact amount of weight
loss differs according to guidelines, due to a paucity of specific data related to weight loss in
NAFLD. The European Association for the Study of the Liver recommends a weight loss of
7% in overweight and mildly obese patients. The American societies recommend at least 35% weight loss to improve steatosis and up to 10% to improve inflammation. (78)
The American recommendations were primarily based on a randomized controlled trial
of 31 obese patients with NASH that looked at liver histology improvements from intensive
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lifestyle changes versus basic education alone. (104) Intensive lifestyle changes were defined
as a plan consisting of diet, behavior modification and 200 minutes/week of moderate
physical activity for 48 weeks. The authors found that intensive lifestyle changes led to a
weight loss of 9.3% versus 0.2% in the basic education arm. Furthermore, there was
significant improvement in steatosis, necrosis and inflammation on post-treatment biopsies.
Importantly, no improvement in liver fibrosis was found in the either treatment arm. (104)
In terms of alimentation, all guidelines currently recommend avoidance of heavy alcohol
consumption in NAFLD patients. (78) Similarly, all societies recommend a hypocaloric diet
for the promotion of weight loss. The diet should be low in carbohydrate and saturated fats
with specific avoidance of fructose-enriched drinks. Diets rich in fiber, anti-oxidant rich
fruits and vegetables are recommended. (78)
Finally all guidelines strongly recommend implementation of a physical exercise regime.
(78) Such exercise regimes should comprise of at least 150 min per week of moderateintensity physical activity. These regimes are based on MR spectroscopy studies looking at
the effect of exercise alone without diet modification. In these studies, exercise regimens
typically involved 2-3 sessions per week of 30-60 minutes physical activity over 6 to 12
weeks. These studies demonstrated significantly decreased liver fat content without change
to overall weight. (105-107)

2.5.2 Pharmacologic therapy
Currently, pharmacologic therapy is recommended to be used only in cases of biopsyproven NASH. (78) There are two large classes of medications that have been tested in the
treatment of NAFLD. They include insulin sensitizing agents such as metformin and
thiazolidinediones, and antioxidants such as vitamin E. Other miscellaneous agents such as
ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA) and Omega-3 fatty acids have also been studied.

2.5.2.1 Insulin-sensitizing agents
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Metformin was one of the first agents studied in the treatment of patients with NASH.
The earliest studies looking at the effect of metformin on liver enzymes and liver histology
in NASH patients demonstrated decrease in insulin resistance and liver aminotransferases.
However, they did not demonstrate any significant improvement in liver histology, namely
inflammation. (108, 109) Later studies also supported this finding with no significant
improvement of metformin on liver histology. (110) Furthermore, other studies failed to
demonstrate major improvements on insulin resistance or aminotransferase levels. (111) A
definitive randomized control trial of metformin versus placebo by Haukeland et al.
concluded no significant difference between the two branches. (112) Given these findings,
metformin is not recommended as a treatment for patients with NASH. (5)
In contrast to metformin, thiazolidinediones have demonstrated more positive results in
the treatment of NASH. Thiazolidinediones, which consist of pioglitazone and rosiglitazone,
are a specific class of drugs that promotes adipogenesis and fatty acid uptake peripherally.
While randomized controlled trials involving rosiglitazone have been met with mixed results,
pioglitazone has proven to be effective in the treatment of steatohepatitis. (5) In a randomized
controlled trial of patients with NASH given 45 mg/day of pioglitazone versus placebo, it
was demonstrated that there was significantly improved aminotransferases, histologic
steatosis, ballooning and inflammation. There was improvement of inflammation in 73% of
patients treated with pioglitazone versus 24% in the placebo-treated arm. (113) Another
randomized controlled trial demonstrated significant improvement of hepatocellular injury
and fibrosis. (114) The large PIVENS study also found that significantly higher number of
patients treated with pioglitazone demonstrated resolution of NASH versus those treated with
placebo. (115) These findings were repeated in a recent meta-analysis of five randomized
controlled trials, which concluded significant improvement on steatosis and inflammation
with pioglitazone. (33) Given the literature, pioglitazone is currently recommended in the
treatment of biopsy-proven NASH by both American and European guidelines. (78)
There are a few potential drawbacks associated with the use of pioglitazone. Firstly, it
has no proven effect on histologic liver fibrosis. (33) Secondly, there is currently controversy
surrounding possible long-term safety effects associated with thiazolidinedione use. These
safety hazards include increased risk of cardiovascular disease, congestive heart failure,
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bladder cancer, and osteopenia. (5) A meta-analysis of 16,390 patients with type 2 diabetes
on pioglitazone treatment found that there was a slightly higher rate of CHF with pioglitazone
use (2.3% versus 1.8% in the control arm). At the same time, however, it was also found that
overall mortality and rate of myocardial infarction and stroke was significantly reduced.
(116)

2.5.2.2 Antioxidant agents
Given that oxidative stress is considered a key factor in hepatocellular injury and
pathogenesis of NASH, antioxidants comprise the other large category of NASH treatment
options. In particular, Vitamin E has been most studied. (115, 117) Similarly to pioglitazone
use, vitamin E has been associated with decreased aminotransferase levels, improvement in
liver histology (namely, steatosis, inflammation and ballooning), with no significant effect
on liver fibrosis. (5) The previously mentioned PIVENS study also found that vitamin E was
associated with significantly higher rate of improvement in NASH when compared with the
placebo arm. (115) Given these findings, vitamin E comprises the other medication
recommended for the treatment of biopsy-proven NASH. (78)
As with pioglitazone, there is currently some uncertainty surrounding the regular use of
vitamin E. In particular, high-dose vitamin E has been associated with increased all-cause
mortality. It has also been associated with increased hemorrhagic stroke and prostate cancer
risk. (118, 119) That being said, further research is needed as other studies have failed to
confirm the association between vitamin E and increased mortality. (120)

2.5.2.3 Miscellaneous agents
Other agents such as ursodeoxycholic acid and omega-3 fatty acids have been studied in
the treatment of NASH. Thus far, ursodeoxycholic acid has not shown histologic
improvement over placebo in randomized control trials. (121) Omega-3 fatty acids, used in
the treatment of hypertriglyceridemia, is currently being investigated in the treatment of
NASH with an ongoing multicenter trial ongoing in the United States. (5) New
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pharmacologic treatment in NASH is an evolving field with further research needed to fill
this knowledge gap.

2.6 Areas of uncertainty
There are several areas of uncertainty in the study of NAFLD. The first area of
uncertainty is in the natural history of NAFLD. The bulk of the current literature on natural
history is limited by relatively short-term observational studies with composite outcomes that
do not differentiate well between hepatic, metabolic, and cardiovascular complications.(4)
Given the chronicity of NAFLD, there is still the need for definite, well-controlled,
longitudinal studies over the long-term.(51)
Another area of uncertainty revolves around current noninvasive modalities for the
diagnosis of NAFLD. Current generation examinations such as transient elastography and
magnetic resonance elastography show promise for the diagnosis of advanced fibrosis.(9)
Biomakers such as cytokeratin 18 levels (CK-18) have demonstrated good correlation with
the presence of NASH.(122) Nonetheless, these examinations have not entered into routine
clinical practice, partly because of the need for performance assessment in different
populations, longitudinal evaluations over longer term, as well as efficacy in the setting of
treatment response.(123)
Similarly in the treatment of NAFLD, there still exist pertinent gaps of knowledge. The
current management of NAFLD is a multidisciplinary approach with lifestyle change and
weight loss supplemented by pharmacologic therapy in cases of NASH.(124, 125)
Nonetheless, there is a real need for more long-term multicenter randomized controlled trials,
in particular regarding the long-term efficacy and adverse effects associated with current
pharmacologic therapies.(124, 125) The development of a highly effective and specific
treatment for NAFLD is needed.(123)
Finally, as stipulated by multiple liver societies around the world, there has yet to be any
study looking at the cost-effectiveness of screening for NAFLD in the general population or
high-risk groups.(78)
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2.7 Current recommendations for screening
At present, there is much debate among the different international organizations relating
to the decision to screen for NAFLD in either the general population or high-risk populations
affected by diabetes or obesity. The European Association for the Study of the Liver (EASL)
has brought out a statement in 2009 in support for screening in high-risk groups.
Screening for NAFLD/NASH is not recommended in the general
population; it is recommended in patients with metabolic risk factors
and/or well characterized insulin resistance.(1)
The EASL underlines the need for non-invasive quantification of fibrosis and
steatohepatitis in order to allow screening of large numbers of at-risk patients without the
need for biopsy. They recommend correlation of elastometry with serum markers for fibrosis
and also outline the need for accurate non-invasive diagnosis of steatohepatitis.(1)
Similar beliefs are underscored with other liver disease organizations in the Asian Pacific
and China.(21, 126) According to the Asia-Pacific Working Party on NAFLD:
[…] patients with suspected NAFLD should undergo baseline tests that
allow definition of NAFLD (discussed earlier in relation to proposal 1),
identification of the underlying metabolic factors, exclusion of other
disorders, and assessment of the likely severity of NAFLD/NASH. These
tests encompass biochemical and hematological indices, anthropometry,
hepatic imaging, and determination of insulin sensitivity.(126)
Contrary to these organizations, however, the American Gastroenterological Association
(AGA), American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD), and American
College of Gastroenterology (ACG) do not recommend screening at this time.
Screening for NAFLD in adults attending primary care clinics or high-risk
groups attending diabetes or obesity clinics is not advised at this time due
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to uncertainties surrounding diagnostic tests and treatment options, along
with lack of knowledge related to the long-term benefits and costeffectiveness of screening.(5)
The American associations argue that there are still significant gaps in knowledge relating to
the natural history and treatment of NAFLD. Simple biochemical tests such as AST and ALT
are unreliable in patients with NAFLD and NASH, as they are oftentimes normal even when
there is disease. On the other hand, more sensitive and advanced tests such as ultrasound
elastography are considered more expensive and time-consuming. That being said, they
believe that more research is needed regarding the long-term costs and benefits of
screening.(5)
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Chapter 3
Criteria for screening
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3.1 Introduction to screening
The central idea of early disease detection and treatment is essentially simple. However,
the path to its successful achievement (on the one hand, bringing to treatment those with
previously undetected disease, and, on the other, avoiding harm to those persons not in need
of treatment) is far from simple though sometimes it may appear deceptively easy.(6)
The main objective of screening is to uncover those suffering from disease among a
population of apparently healthy individuals. Upon discovery, the diseased can then be
treated. Advantages to screening is firstly, the treatment of otherwise undiscovered
populations. Secondly, if the disease is communicable, screening may help prevent further
spread of said illness. Early detection of illness is therefore beneficial not only to individuals
but society as a whole. Over the long term, society would benefit from a more healthy and
productive population. (6)
Conceptually, screening is a byproduct of a developed healthcare system. In developing
regions of the world where there is a large burden of overt and communicable disease, most
of the resources are dedicated to treating recognizable disease. There are few resources
available to the allocation of screening programs. On the contrary in developed nations,
where communicable diseases such as infectious diseases are less important, more insidious
chronic diseases have become the forefront of the healthcare burden. Furthermore, by
definition in developed countries, there is ample resource available to the allocation of
screening programs. Thus, it is recommended that the practice of screening for disease in
developed countries should be paramount and widespread. That being said, not all chronic
illnesses can be screened, nor does it make sense to screen all chronic illnesses. Specific
criteria should be met before the initiation of such endeavors. (6)

3.2 Basic definitions
According to the Commission on Chronic Illness Conference on Preventive Aspects of
Chronic Disease in 1951, screening is officially defined as “the presumptive identification of
unrecognized disease or defect by the application of tests, examinations, or other procedure
which can be applied rapidly. Screening tests sort out apparently well persons who probably
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have a disease from those who probably do not. A screening test is not intended to be
diagnostic. Persons with positive or suspicious findings must be referred to their physicians
for diagnosis and necessary treatment”. (127)
A few important points should be highlighted in the above statement. Firstly, the
detection of insidious disease should be applied rapidly. A long and laborsome screening test
is unlikely to work well. Secondly, unlike diagnosis, screening can function on probabilities.
While a screening test may be diagnostic or specific, it more importantly has to be a sensitive
test. Once suspicious findings are found on screening, further confirmatory diagnostics can
be undertaken.
Screening can be either large-scale or more selective. Large-scale screening or mass
screening is screening on the largest scale, where no pre-selection process is undertaken first.
On the contrary, selective screening refers to screening in high-risk groups in the population.
This latter is usually more cost-effective. As a relevant example, screening for NAFLD would
intuitively make more sense in high risk diabetes and obese patients. (6)
Screening may involve a single test or a combination of multiple screening tests. Wilson
and Jungner define multiple or multiphasic screening as “the application of two or more
screening tests in combination to large groups of people”. (127)
Finally, Wilson and Jungner also define the often confused term surveillance. In their
report, they use surveillance to convey a long-term process of screening, while screening can
be thought of as cross-sectional and short-term operations. In reality, however, screening and
surveillance are used often interchangeably. (6)

3.3 Criteria for appraising screening
Wilson and Jungner contributed to a set of criteria to assess the validity and viability of
screening. In order for NAFLD screening to be successful, these criteria need to be satisfied.
Table 3.1 summarizes the ten criteria set by Wilson and Jungner on appraising the validity
of a screening program in the context of NAFLD.
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Table 3.1: Applying Wilson and Jungner’s criteria to NAFLD
Criteria for appraising validity of a screening program

NAFLD

NASH

1.

The condition being screened should be an important health problem





2.

The natural history of the condition should be well understood





3.

There should be a detectable early stage



+/-

4.

Treatment at an early stage should be of more benefit than at a later





stage
5.

A suitable test should be devised for the early stage



+/-

6.

The test should be acceptable





7.

Intervals for repeating the test should be determined

?

?

8.

Adequate health serve provision should be made for extra clinical

?

?





?

?

workload resulting from screening
9.

The risks, both physical and physiological, should be less than the
benefits

10. The costs should be balanced against the benefits

Additional columns for NAFLD and NASH were added for summary and illustration purposes. Adapted
from: Wilson JMG, Jungner G. Principles and practices of screening for disease. Geneva, Switzerland: World
Health Organization; 1968. Report No.: Public Health Papers No. 34. Available from:
http://whqlibdoc.who.int/php/WHO_PHP_34.pdf.

3.3.1 Importance of screened condition
In order for screening to make fundamental sense, the target disease should have serious
consequences on society.(128) This way, there is easy justification from a cost-effectiveness
and emotional standpoint for screening.
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NAFLD is now recognized as the most common liver disease in developed nations. With
the rise of obesity and diabetes, this number is only expected to augment.(2) As NAFLD
progresses towards advanced liver disease, cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma, the
underlying costs on society will also increase.(129) Thus, this first criteria is easily satisfied
in NAFLD, which has serious implications on Western society.

3.3.2 Recognizable latent symptomatic stage
A screened disease should have a detectable preclinical or latent symptomatic phase in
order to justify the costs of screening.(128) The natural history of a disease can be divided
into preclinical and clinical phases. Usually, the preclinical phase ends when the patient
begins to have symptoms and pursues medical care. These factors depend on the population’s
education of the disease and of the patient’s access to healthcare.(130) Thus, the detectable
preclinical phase is the interval of time when the disease is able to be detected by screening.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the natural history of disease and the important phases involved in the
detection and treatment of disease.

Figure 3.1: Natural history of disease and detection. The preclinical phase of disease begins with
undetectable onset of pathogenesis and ends at the appearance of signs and symptoms. The clinical phase is
characterized by the manifestation of signs and symptoms. The detectable preclinical phase (DPCP) is the
period of time during the preclinical phase where the disease is able to be detected by a test. The lead time is
defined as the interval of time ranging from the moment of disease detection and the appearance of signs and
symptoms. In order for screening to be effective, the critical point needs to occur during the DPCP. Obuchowski
NA, Graham RJ, Baker ME, Powell KA. Ten criteria for effective screening: their application to multislice CT
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screening for pulmonary and colorectal cancers. AJR American journal of roentgenology. 2001;176(6):135762.(131)

NAFLD fits this criteria well. It represents a spectrum of disease ranging from steatosis,
to steatohepatitis, to fibrosis, and finally end stage liver disease. In NAFLD, the latent or
preclinical phase would be the steatotic, inflammatory and early fibrotic phase of disease,
given that many of such patients are asymptomatic.(17, 51, 68, 132) Therefore, these stages
of latent disease serve as ideal targets for screening.

3.3.3 Well-understood natural history
The underlying natural history of a disease should be sufficiently understood prior to any
screening implementation. In particular, a critical point of the natural history of a disease
should be identified. The critical point of a disease is defined at the time point whereby
treatment is most effective before this point and least effective after this point. If the critical
point lies before the detectable preclinical phase, then screening would be ineffective. Also,
if the critical point appears shortly after the detectable preclinical phase begins, then there
would be too little time to treat the patient effectively and screening would be too late. Lastly,
if the critical point occurs during the clinical phase after the onset of symptoms, then there
would be no sense in a screening program. (130)
While there is much to understand about the natural history of NAFLD, sufficient
evidence points to the stage of inflammation or NASH as the critical point of disease. Patients
with biopsy-proven NASH are significantly more likely to progress onto fibrosis and endstage liver disease, as well as die from liver-related causes.(56, 133, 134) In the simple
steatosis phase, there is still ample time to make lifestyle adjustments to prevent the
progression of disease. Similarly in patients with NASH, there is evidence to suggest that
both lifestyle modifications and pharmacologic agents are capable of slowing or deterring
the progression of disease.(5, 78) If a screening program can target the steatotic and
inflammatory phases of NAFLD, then it can be effective. Therefore, this screening criteria is
satisfied in NAFLD.
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3.3.4 Suitable screening test
The screening test ideally should have high diagnostic accuracy for detecting the disease
in the preclinical phase. In order to detect more true-positives than false-positives when the
prevalence of disease is ≤ 5%, a screening test must have a sensitivity >95% if the specificity
≤95%. Given that most screening test do not have such exigent diagnostic performances,
screening programs therefore absorb the costs of the false-positive results.(130) However, as
specified by Wilson and Jungner, screening by definition does not need to be diagnostic, but
rather guide the clinician to further steps in diagnosis.
Furthermore, given the large target populations for screening, suitable screening tests
should ideally be non-invasive.(6) It is important to keep in mind that at the time of screening,
individuals are at minimal risk of morbidity or morality. Given that large number of patients
are screened, even the smallest adverse effect can likely offset any substantial benefit.(130)
In NAFLD, there are currently an array of noninvasive biomarker panels and imagingbased modalities available for the detection of steatosis, steatohepatitis, and fibrosis. While
their diagnostic performance may vary and are still inferior to the reference standard of liver
biopsy, they boast the advantage of rapidity, accessibility, and non-invasiveness.(9, 92, 135)
Furthermore, recent algorithms have been developed to combine these different noninvasive
tests into multiphasic screening algorithms to improve diagnostic accuracy.(9)

3.3.5 Acceptable treatment for disease
Any screening program for a disease requires a proven and effective treatment for the
disease that will improve patient outcomes. This is because screening alone cannot be costeffective. For example, many important diseases without effective treatment such as
Parkinson’s disease or Alzheimer’s disease cannot currently be screened costeffectively.(130)
The treatment should ideally not have too many adverse effects, which would offset any
long-term benefits. Given the early onset of treatment in a screened population, long-term
toxic effects should be well-studied. Since most people place greater value on the next few
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years of their life rather than in the far future, any negative effect from treatment would more
profoundly diminish a patient’s quality of life.(128)
In NAFLD, lifestyle modifications including weight loss, diet change and exercise are
proven and benign treatment towards halting the progression of disease. In terms of
pharmacologic treatment, pioglitazone and vitamin E are at the forefront of suitable agents
currently recommended for the treatment of biopsy-proven NASH. However, more research
is still needed in terms of pharmacologic agents for the treatment of NAFLD. Both
pioglitazone and vitamin E are mired in controversy regarding potential long-term side
effects.(5, 78) Nonetheless, the fact that lifestyle modifications remain the primary treatment
option in early stages of NAFLD means that this screening criteria is satisfied.

3.3.6 Cost-effectiveness of screening
According to Wilson and Jungner, the cost of case-finding (including the cost of
diagnosis and treatment) should be balanced in an economic sense with total healthcare
expenditure. Governments should recognize that screening is a continuous process, spanning
many years rather than just a one-and-done project. As such, prior to initiating a screening
program, the overall cost-effectiveness should be evaluated in terms of benefits (i.e.
additional life years or quality-adjusted life years) to the patient and dollar cost to the
healthcare system. As well, in order for a screening program to be successful, there requires
adequate health service provisions be made. In developed countries, this means allocation of
enough healthcare resources towards the extra clinical workload and strain on their healthcare
systems.(6, 130)
These criteria represent a current knowledge gap in NAFLD. Thus far, there has been no
cost-effectiveness study looking at the cost-effectiveness of NAFLD screening in Western
countries. Issues to resolve are first, is screening (including the subsequent diagnosis and
treatment of positive cases) cost-effective? Secondly, what is the optimal interval of
screening? Finally, if screening is cost-effective, do governments have the adequate
resources to move towards a screening program? A study evaluating the long-term cost-
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utility of screening in the general population and at-risk groups demonstrating metabolic risk
factors is currently needed.

3.4 Biases in screening
The lead time is defined as the time between disease detection and usual clinical
presentation and diagnosis. The intention of screening is to diagnose a disease earlier than
the usual clinical presentation. However, early diagnosis may not always prolong a patient’s
survival. This is the case when the critical point for treatment does not occur during the
detectable preclinical phase. Thus, lead time bias occurs when comparisons of survival are
not adjusted for the timing of diagnosis.(130) For example, if a patient is genetically
predisposed to die by a certain age, it would not matter if the patient was screened as a baby
and treated early or detected by usual clinical presentation and treated later. If survival was
calculated by timing of diagnosis, then there would be a lead time bias between the screening
and no screening. This concept is illustrated in Figure 3.2, which compares screening and no
screening in a situation where there is no early critical point in treatment and survival.

Figure 3.2: Lead time bias. Earlier diagnosis has no effect on the timing of death. There is no critical point at
which treatment is more effective during the detectable preclinical phase, thus the overall survival is equal
between screening and no screening. Black WC, Welch HG. Screening for disease. AJR American journal of
roentgenology. 1997;168(1):3-11.
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Length time bias is a form of selection bias that occurs when comparisons between
screening and not screening does not account for differing rates of disease progression. The
probability that a case will be detected by screening and the length of its detectable preclinical
phase are proportional.(130) Therefore, diseases that progress slower are more likely to be
detected by screening than diseases that progress faster. For example, patients with slowgrowing cancer are more likely to be detected by screening than fast-growing cancer. Thus,
the same patients who are detected by screening in the preclinical phase would on average
do better than patients who were detected from symptoms in the clinical phase. This would
give the overall impression that a screening program is effective, when in fact, only the slowgrowing and less dangerous cancer is being selected in the first place. Figure 3.3 illustrates
the concept of length time bias.

Figure 3.3: Length time bias. The overall chance of detection is directly proportional to the rate of disease
progression. The length of each arrow illustrates the length of detectable preclinical phase until the usual clinical
diagnosis (Dx). In this example, testing at the same point in time would detect two rapidly progressive disease
cases versus four slowly progressive disease. Black WC, Welch HG. Screening for disease. AJR American
journal of roentgenology. 1997;168(1):3-11.

The final bias involved with screening is called overdiagnosis bias. This bias occurs
through the overestimation of survival duration in screen-detected cases are a result of
pseudodisease inclusion. Pseudodisease refers to the subset of the subclinical disease
population that does not become overt disease before they die of other causes. One of the
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most well-known example would subclinical prostate cancer, which occurs in the majority
of men, but ultimately only contributes to the death of a minority.(130)
Depending on the knowledge of the natural history of disease, it may be difficult and
sometimes impossible to determine the individual contributions of these biases on a screening
program. However, evaluators should be aware of the positive effect that lead time, length
time, and overdiagnosis biases have on the overall effectiveness of a screening program.
Ultimately, the apparent effect of screening should be thought of as the sum of the real effect
and the positive bias related with earlier diagnosis.(130)
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Chapter 4
Economic analysis in healthcare
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4.1 Rationale of health economic analyses
In the developed world, the burden of chronic illness on the health care system is
increasing dramatically. The rise in prevalence of heart disease, hypertension, diabetes and
obesity, coupled with an aging population, is contributing to significant increases in
healthcare costs.(27) Figure 4.1 demonstrates the trend in health expenditure in Canada
according to the Canadian Institute for Health Information.(136) The total health expenditure
in Canada is forecasted to grow by 2.7% in 2016. Since 2010, the rate of growth in healthcare
spending is being outpaced both population growth and inflation, accounting for 10% of
Canada’s GDP. Similar circumstances are seen in other Western countries, although only
United States, France, Germany, and Sweden spend more of their GDP on healthcare
expenditure.(136) In such an environment, governments need to be prudent in their budget
expenditure and attempt to make informed evidenced-based decisions. Economic analyses
serve as an increasing important tool in the appraisal of healthcare programs.

Figure 4.1: Trend in total health expenditure in Canada. Healthcare spending is projected to reach $228.1
billion in 2016. This represents a staggering 11.1% of Canada’s GDP and equals $6,299 per Canadian. The total
health expenditure growth in 2016 is projected to be 2.7%. Canadian Institute for Health Information. National
Health Expenditure Trends, 1975 to 2016. (Ottawa, Ont: CIHI; 2016). Accessable from:
https://www.cihi.ca/sites/default/files/document/nhex-trends-narrative-report_2016_en.pdf
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4.2 Definitions
The main objective of an economic evaluation is to “identify, measure, value and
compare the costs and consequences of alternative [courses] being considered”.(137) In
health economics, there are different types of costs and consequences. Many costs are fixed
and well-defined, such as dollar costs related to medications or medical equipment. Other
costs can be variable and indirect, such as for example, the cost of time lost to patients related
to an intervention. Consequences or outcomes can vary according to the type of economic
analysis. They can include number of life years gained, number of deaths avoided, and
quality-adjusted life-years.(137)
A key concept to understand in this area of economics is that of opportunity cost. In a
limited-resource environment such as the Canadian healthcare system, choices need to be
made regarding which intervention can be provided for which situation.(137) The decision
to fund one healthcare intervention may mean that another cannot be funded. Thus, the
opportunity cost of funding one intervention is the health benefits of another intervention that
inevitably was not funded. Figure 4.2 demonstrates in diagrammatic form the concept of
opportunity cost.

Costs A

Intervention A

Consequence A

Costs B

Intervention B

Consequence B

Choice

Figure 4.2: Illustration of opportunity cost. A key concept in economics, opportunity cost refers to the cost
incurred by choosing between mutually exclusive alternatives. If intervention A is chosen, then the costs and
benefits of intervention B is relinquished. Thus, it is important to make sure that the most cost-effective
intervention is determined prior to the choice.

An advantageous characteristic of economic evaluation is that when comparing two
alternative courses of action, it is not necessary to compare every possible cost and
consequence under the sky.(137) Instead, the decision on the best course of action can be
made by comparing the incremental changes between alternative interventions. Analysis of
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incremental rather than total change allows for more streamlined but equally effective
evaluations.

4.3 Types of studies
The five types of economic evaluations include cost-consequence analysis (CCA), costminimization analysis (CMA), cost-utility analysis (CUA), cost-effectiveness analysis
(CEA), and cost-benefit analysis (CBA). The choice of appropriate type of evaluation
depends

on

the

research

question,

including

the

target

population,

the

interventions/comparators, and the availability of outcome data.(137) Table 4.1 summarizes
the key differences between these types of economic evaluations.

4.3.1 Cost-consequence analysis
In cost-consequence analysis (CCA), individual costs and outcomes of comparators are
listed separately in a disaggregate fashion.(137) The costs can include for example, costs of
medications, costs of hospitalizations etc. The outcomes can include for example, deaths
avoided, major side effects, impact on quality of life. The main advantage of this type of
study is that it can obtain a general idea of the overall impact between comparators. The main
disadvantage is that since the intervention outcomes are not presented in a global fashion, the
reader of the study must weight and value each individual component by themselves.

4.3.2 Cost-minimization analysis
The goal of this type of study is to identify the least costly intervention between
comparators that have identical outcomes. Usually, cost-minimization analyses (CMA) are
undertaken when two comparators have been proven to have the same efficacy, for example
through an equivalency or non-inferiority clinical trial. Thus, in these scenarios, the main
outcome measures is the difference in cost between comparators, in order to select the least
costly option.(137)
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4.3.3 Cost-effectiveness analysis
In this type of economic evaluation, the outcome measure is in natural units such as lifeyears gained, lives saved, or clinical events avoided. According to the Canadian Agency for
Drugs and Technologies in Health, it should be the Reference evaluation of choice when
cost-utility analysis is inappropriate.(137) The main advantage of a cost-effectiveness
analysis (CEA) is that it is a more straightforward analysis when compared with a cost-utility
or cost-benefit analysis. However, the reliance of CEA on narrow-scoped natural health
outcomes can be disadvantageous. CEA results of one intervention can only be compared
with results from other interventions when the outcomes are the same. Sometimes, the
outcome measure (i.e. clinical events avoided) may not account for the all of the important
outcomes due to an intervention.(137)

4.3.4 Cost-utility analysis
Outcome measures in cost-utility analysis (CUA) are measured in health-related
preferences, often expressed as quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) gained. Cost-utility
analyses (CUA) are particularly useful when interventions impact the health-related quality
of life (HRQL) and should be used as the Reference method of choice in those cases.(137)
CUAs are limited, however, by the availability of health utility information. Furthermore,
health utility data may defer according to the method or instrument used to collect the
information.(137)

4.3.5 Cost-benefit analysis
Cost-benefit analyses (CBA) differ from other types of economic analyses in the sense
that it values all costs and outcomes in monetary terms. These monetary values are obtained
usually through a willingness-to-pay approach.(137) Although CBAs theoretically would
best address the question of resource allocation given their monetary outcomes, their
methodological difficulties limit their application in reality. In particular, there are
methodological and ethical issues with relating health outcomes in monetary terms. CBAs
may be appropriate, however, in certain situations where an intervention outcome is difficult
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to quantify in QALYS (i.e. short-term symptom relief) or where an outcome variable is
difficult to value using any health outcome (i.e. more convenient dose form).(137)

Table 4.1: Summary of different types of economic analyses

Analysis type

Cost measure1

Comparison type2

Outcome measure

Cost-effectiveness

$

÷

Natural units

Cost-consequence

$

Vs.

Natural units

Cost-utility

$

÷

Utilities (i.e. QALYs)

Cost-benefit

$

÷ or -

$

Cost-minimization

$

Vs.

Assume same

1.
2.

Any currency
÷ (Ratio); Vs. (Comparison); - (Net summary)

Cost measure is in any currency. For cost-benefit analyses, the comparison type is in either cost-benefit ratio or
net sum of costs and benefits. Adapted from: U.S. National Library of Medicine [Internet]. Maryland: Health
Services Research & Public Health; 2014. [updated 2017 March 07; cited 2017 Feb 18]. Available from:
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/nichsr/hta101/ta10107.html. (138)

4.4 Designing a health economic study
4.4.1 Clinical impasse and comparators
All economic analyses should begin with a clear definition of the comparators. Usually,
there is a key clinical question or impasse between two or more interventions that needs to
be answered with some degree of uncertainty. The reference comparator is usually the current
best practice or standard of care. New interventions are potentially viable alternatives to the
standard of care. In theory, they would replace the current best practice should they be found
to be more cost-effective.(137)
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4.4.2 Perspective
Before undertaking any economic evaluation, the perspective of the study should be
properly defined. An economic evaluation may take the perspective of a healthcare system,
a third party payer, a single hospital center, a patient, or even an entire society. Perspective
is important because it defines the costs and consequences of the study. For example, a
publicly funded healthcare system would be interested in direct costs paid by the system such
as drugs, hospitalization services, and healthcare providers and staff. In contrast, taking the
perspective of society would entail accounting for productivity costs related to work
absenteeism and cost to employer for hiring replacement workers. Ultimately, the perspective
chosen should reflect the study question at hand. According to the guidelines set by the
Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health, health economic evaluations should
prioritize the perspective of the healthcare system.(137) The Institut national d’excellence en
santé et en services sociaux (INESSS) recommends a societal perspective.(139) Figure 4.3
illustrates the concept of perspective in economic evaluations.

Healthcare System

SOCIETY

Hospital

Patient

Figure 4.3: Illustrative representation of perspectives in economic evaluations. It is important to specifiy
the study perspective because the latter essentially defines the basis of analysis and determines the relevant
costs.
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4.4.3 Costs
Costs can be divided into direct and indirect costs. In healthcare terms, direct costs
represent all monetary value of goods and services consumed in the intervention, treatment,
or management of patients. Direct costs can also include non-healthcare costs, such as that
which is connected with care provided by family members or costs related to transportation.
Indirect costs are those costs related to absenteeism, early retirement, lower productivity at
work, or impaired leisure activities. Indirect costs can also be thought of as productivity
losses.(137) Table 4.2 describes the different types of costs as it pertains to perspective.

Table 4.2: Different types of costs and their associated perspectives
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Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health. Guidelines for the economic evaluation of health
technologies: Canada [4th Edition]. Ottawa, 2017:30.

4.4.4 Time horizon
Time horizon refers to the total time during which an economic analysis takes place. In
general, it is recommended that a time horizon encompass all significant differences in costs
and outcomes between comparators. Once there are no meaningful difference between costs
and outcomes, there is no further point in extending time horizon. Usually for chronic
illnesses (i.e. NAFLD), a lifetime time horizon is recommended.(137)

4.4.5 Discounting
Discounting is an important concept that revolves around the notion that costs and
outcomes today are more valuable than costs and outcomes that occur in the distant future. It
reflects the universal time preference for benefits earlier rather than later. It also takes into
account the opportunity cost of capital or the return on investment that could have been
gained if the investment of resources were elsewhere. Therefore, costs and outcomes should
be discounted relative to their present value. In health economic analyses, discount rates are
usually set at 3-5% and reflects government or market interest rates for cost of capital whose
maturity is over a long time horizon.(137) In recent years in Canada, the discount rate has
been recommended at 1.5%, which better reflects long-term borrowing costs for Canadian
provinces.(137)
The basic formula for calculating present values for a given discount rate is shown below.
For example, $1000 presently would in 5 years, at a discount rate of 3%, yield a value of
$888.

4.4.6 Utilities (QALYs)
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Health-related quality of life (HRQoL) is a multifaceted measure of the effect of an
intervention or disease process on an individual’s overall well-being.(137) This measure
encompasses physical and psychological well-being, social and occupational functioning,
and somatic sensation. There are many methods to measure HRQoL. For the purposes of
cost-utility analyses, preference-based measures are used because they provide an overall
numerical value for a given HRQoL state.(137)
The strict definition of “utilities” refers to preferences obtained by methods that involve
choice made under uncertainty.(137) Broadly speaking, the term “utilities” can be used to
describe the numeric weight assigned to quantify a particular HRQoL state. Utilities are
based on an individual’s preference for better health states. Thus, a utility of 1 represents
perfect health compared with a utility of 0 which represents a health state equivalent to
death.(137)
Quality-adjusted life years or QALYs is the recommended outcome in cost-utility
analyses. It is superior to simple life-years gained as an outcome measure because it provides
information on both quantity and quality of life lived.(140) One of the advantages of QALYs
is that it can be used to standardize and compare multiple different and unrelated conditions.
Health-related quality of life can be measured using various tools. These include direct
methods of standard gamble, time trade off, and rating scales. In practice, indirect hybrid
tools such as the Health Utility Index questionnaire and the EuroQol instrument (EQ-5D)
questionnaire are often used. These questionnaires incorporate many essential dimensions of
living (i.e. vision, hearing, speech, ambulation, emotion etc.) in order to measure general
health status. (141-143)

4.4.7 Cost-effectiveness criteria
For an understanding of the basic approach to cost-effectiveness, refer to Figure 4.4
below. Figure 4.4 illustrates a cost-effectiveness plane whereby the center (0,0) represents
the current standard of care, the x axis represents effectiveness in QALYs, and the y axis
represents costs in $. Any new interventions may theoretically have higher or lower
effectiveness and higher or lower costs. If an intervention has both higher costs and lower
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effectiveness than its reference, it is deemed dominated and thus rejected as possible
replacement strategy. Conversely, if an intervention has both lower costs and higher
effectiveness than its reference, it is considered dominant and more cost-effective. In both
these scenarios, no further analysis is needed.(29, 144)
However, if an intervention falls in the other two quadrants on the cost-effectiveness
plane, where it either has higher effectiveness and costs or lower effectiveness and costs than
the reference, then further analysis is required. In these situations, analysis of the incremental
gains in effectiveness and costs are needed.(29, 144)

Figure 4.4: Cost-effectiveness graph. Grade A interventions are less costly and more effective and should be
chosen in an ideal situation. Grade E interventions are dominated in terms of both effectiveness and price, and
thus should not be introduced. Interventions in the right upper quadrant are more effective and more costly than
their alternatives. Interventions in the left lower quadrant are less effective and less costly. The decision to
implement either of these interventions depend on their incremental cost-effectiveness ratios and willingnessto-pay threshold. Laupacis A et al. How attractive does a new technology have to be to warrant adoption and
utilization? Tentative guidelines for using clinical and economic evaluations. CMAJ : Canadian Medical
Association journal. 1992;146(4):473-81. (145)

4.4.8 Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio
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If an intervention is not dominant or dominated by its comparator, incremental costeffectiveness ratios (ICER) are important outcome measures in both cost-utility and costeffectiveness analyses. ICER is defined as the difference between the costs of two possible
interventions divided by the difference in their outcome/effect. In the case of cost-utility
analyses, the cost would be in dollars and the outcome would be QALYs (i.e. $/additional
QALY gained). In the case of cost-effectiveness analyses, the cost would be in dollar and the
outcome would be in natural health units (i.e. $/additional life-year gained). The ICER allows
for analysis between the incremental gains of one intervention versus another. (137)

4.4.9 Willingness-to-pay threhold
The willingness-to-pay threshold is a predefined cost-effectiveness ratio that helps guide
researchers in deciding cost-effectiveness when looking at different ICERs. It is usually used
in cost-utility studies where thresholds are set in $/QALY. Put differently, it can be thought
of as the price per additional QALY gained. Historically, in cost-utility analysis, the price of
an additional QALY gained has been set at $50,000/QALY. This number is attributed
historically to cost-effectiveness ratio for dialysis in the 1970s, for which the government
was content to pay.(146) However, more recent literature suggests that this number is too
low and that the willingness-to-pay threshold should be set as high as $100,000 to
$200,000/QALY.(147)

4.5. Modelling in health economics
4.5.1 Decision analysis
Decision analyses comprise an explicit way of addressing specific clinical decisions by
deconstructing complex clinical scenarios in logical decision steps known as a decision tree.
A decision tree illustrates all plausible alternatives, relationships, and outcomes in a specific
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clinical scenario.(29, 148) At each step of the decision tree, there are corresponding
probability and outcome values, which are derived from literature. By incorporating these
different probability and outcome values, the decision analysis can come to defined
conclusions based on the average expected result.(29) Using the decision tree, the decision
maker can then weigh the different options in a more accurate and objective way, ultimately
facilitating a more informed clinical decision.(29, 144, 148) Figure 4.5 provides an overview
of steps involved in decision analysis.

Step 1:

Define the clinical question with two or more alternatives based on some
degree of uncertainty.

Step 2:

Decision tree is constructed with all plausible sequence of events and
outcomes. Derive valid event probabilities from literature.

Step 3:

Valuate outcomes and roll-back decision tree to calculate the final expected
outcomes.

Step 4:

Sensitivity analyses to explore uncertainty surrounding the baseline
probabilities.

Figure 4.5: Stepwise approach to decision analysis. Adapted from: Briggs AC, K.; Sculpher M. . Decision
modelling for health economic evaluation. 1st ed. USA: Oxford University Press, Inc. ; 2006. 224 p.(144)

4.5.1 Building a decision tree
There are three main steps in creating a decision analysis tree. Firstly, the clinical
problem should be well defined and structured. This includes an exhaustive list of all possible
comparators in a specific clinical question as well as all relevant outcome measures.(29, 144)
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For example Figure 4.6, in the detection of a generic illness, there are two possible
alternatives: modality A and modality B.

Figure 4.6: Beginning a decision tree. The hypothetical clinical question is choice between two modalities
for the detection of a disease. The blue square denotes the choice between two mutually exclusive modalities
A and B.

Next, a decision tree is constructed based on all plausible and logical sequence of events
and outcomes associated with each alternative. Within a decision tree, there are two major
categories of events: those that require a decision and those that are probabilistic in nature.
The former is indicated on the decision tree by convention as a square, whereas the latter is
denoted by convention as a circle. The probability of each step is found or estimated
according to the best data in literature. Sources for these probabilities include randomizedcontrolled trials, meta-analyses, prospective and retrospective studies, administrative data
banks, and expert opinions. The stronger the evidence, the more valid the decision model.(29,
144) Refer to Figure 4.7 as an example of an expanded decision tree with probability values,
assuming each modality carries a probability of adverse side effect. By convention, the end
of a branch in a decision tree is denoted by a red triangle.
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Figure 4.7: Example of an expanded decision tree with step probabilities. The green circle indicates
probabilistic nodes. The red triangle indicates the end of a decision branch. The probability of each event is
derived from literature. The validity of a decision tree depends on the validity of the data sources.

The third step is to find and valuate outcome measures for each event in the decision tree
(Figure 4.8). These outcome measures can be related to dollar costs or non-monetary values
such as life years or quality-adjusted life years. At this point, it is possible to calculate or
“roll-back” the expected outcomes in each decision. This is done by multiplying the
respective probability values of each decision branch with the respective outcome values,
and calculating the product-sum of each intervention.(29, 144) Thus, the decision tree
provides its conclusion in terms of an average expected result, as denoted by monetary and
non-monetary values, which will ultimately help in the clinical decision making process.(29,
144)
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Average expected cost of modality A = (0.80*0.95*$100)+(0.80*0.05*$100)+(0.20*$150)= $110
Average expected cost of modality B = (0.99*0.80*$125)+(0.99*0.20*$125)+(0.01*$200)= $125.75

Figure 4.8: Example of outcome calculation is a decision tree. In this example, a dollar cost is assigned to
each branch of the decision tree. By calculating the product-sum of each intervention, the decision-maker
arrives at the conclusion that modality A is on average less expensive than modality B for detection of a
generic disease.

4.5.3 Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analyses are important tools for accounting for uncertainty and assessing the
level of confidence associated with a conclusion in an economic analysis. Any estimate of
probabilities, outcomes, and costs are subject to uncertainty from literature discrepancies,
biologic variation, and differing techniques. Sensitivity analysis is performed by adjusting
different key assumptions in an evaluation and recording the impact of these variations on
the result of the evaluation. One or more variables can be changed while holding other
variables constant, which allows for detection of the most important variables on the final
outcome. Sensitivity analyses also can be a useful method for detecting errors within a
decision tree as a “de-bugging” tool.(29, 144)
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There are two main types of sensitivity analyses. In deterministic sensitivity analysis, the
model input is specified as multiple point estimates and varied manually. In probabilistic
sensitivity analysis, model inputs are specified as a distribution and varied. In recent years,
the CADTH has recommended probabilistic sensitivity analyses as the reference standard for
economic analyses, which has less potential to have biases estimates of costs and
outcomes.(136)

4.5.4 Markov models
4.5.4.1 Introduction to Markov models
Markov models are repetitive decision trees that are used to simulate predictable events
that may occur repeatedly over a period of time. They are useful for modeling clinical
situations where there is a risk that is ongoing over time. In the clinical setting, appropriate
examples for Markov modeling would include, for example, ongoing risk of rupture of
abdominal aortic aneurysms. Other appropriate examples would involve screening for
disease at fixed intervals over a long period of time, for example, colorectal screening
programs.(30) The main advantage of Markov modelling is that it explicitly accounts for the
passage of time in the model, which, by comparison, is a factor that is not explicitly accounted
for in standard decision trees. It allows for more complex modelling, more in line with reallife clinical scenarios.

4.5.4.2 Markov states
In a Markov model, the theoretical patient is assumed to always be in one of a finite
number of clinical health states, which is termed Markov states.(30) Markov states are
predefined and, in the clinical setting, usually is based around the natural history of a chronic
disease process. For example, the progression of chronic liver disease from healthy, to
steatosis, to steatohepatitis, and fibrosis (Figure 4.9). Death usually is omnipresent as a
background Markov state.
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Healthy

Steatosis

NASH

Cirrhosis

Death

Figure 4.9: Markov states in NAFLD. In the clinical setting, Markov states are usually determined based on
understanding of natural history.

4.5.4.3 Markov cycles and transitions
Markov states interact with one and another through transition probability. The modeled
patient can transition from one state to another via predefined routes, which are in accordance
with established natural or clinical history of the process at hand. The time horizon of a
Markov model is divided into predefined and equal increments of time, known as Markov
cycles.(30) During each cycle, the patient has a transition probability of progressing or
remaining from one state to another. Markov cycles are usually selected based on relevance
to the clinical question. For example, for chronic disease process, an appropriate Markov
cycle would be every 1 or 2 years. On the other hand, for more acute processes where the
rate of change is higher, the Markov cycle may be monthly, weekly, or even daily.(30) In the
example of chronic liver disease, the established transition from steatosis to cirrhosis is well
documented in literature (Figure 4.10).

Healthy

Steatosis

NASH

Death

Cirrhosis
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Figure 4.10: Markov states of NAFLD in transition. The Markov cycle in this case may be longer term (i.e.
yearly) given that chronic liver disease develops over the long term. Arrows that lead from one state to
another indicate transition during a cycle. Arrows that lead from one state to itself indicate the theoretical
patient will remain in that state for a cycle. The death state is an absorbing state in the sense that patients who
enter will remain until the termination of the model. It is important to note that if enough Markov cycles have
passed, all of the theoretical cohort of patients will enter into the absorbing state.(30)

4.5.4.4 Calculating outcomes/utilities
In Markov models, one or multiple outcome values are assigned to each Markov state.
These outcome measures may be simple, such as life years spent in each health state or more
complicated, such as health-related quality of life associated with each health state. Results
are calculated based on the average time spent in each Markov state. For example, if the
outcome measure of chronic liver disease is survival duration in a specific state, then one
would have to add together the average time spent in that state.(30)

ts is time spent in state s.

On the other hand, if the outcome measure is quality-adjusted life years, then one would
have to take into account and multiple the quality-adjusted life year for that particular state
by the total life year spent.(30) In the specific example of cost-effectiveness studies, a
specific utility and cost is assigned to each Markov state and the model is evaluated separately
for cost and utility. The incremental cost-effectiveness ratios are calculated in the same
manner as in standard decision trees. (30)
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ts is time spent in state s.
us is the specific utility (QALY) of the state s.

4.5.4.5 The Markov property
In Markov modelling, the underlying property or restriction is that “the behavior of the
process subsequent to any cycle depends only on its description in that cycle.”(30) Put
differently, a patient entering from one state to another has no memory of prior cycles. In
the example of chronic liver disease, a cirrhotic patient will enter into the death state
depending on a specific probability. This probability will not change depending on how long
that patient has spent in the healthy, steatotic, or NASH states prior to entering in the cirrhotic
state. Thus, in order to accurately model the overall prognosis of a patient, a distinct and
separate state should be created for each subset of the population that has a different
prognosis.(30)
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5.1 Overview of problem
Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) has become the most common cause of
chronic liver disease in the Western world due to improved management of viral hepatitis
and the rising obesity and diabetes epidemic.(129) Healthcare costs are estimated to be
significant.(10) They are anticipated to rise, with nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH)
anticipated to become the leading cause of liver transplantation by 2020.(12)
The current gold standard for diagnosis is liver biopsy, a method that is characterized
by significant rates of morbidity and mortality.(101) In response, new biomarker and imaging
modalities have been developed to answer the need for non-invasive measures.(92) Early
detection would facilitate the implementation of a multidisciplinary treatment algorithm,
which involves both lifestyle changes and pharmacologic therapy, as recommended by
current guidelines.(1, 5)
However, the current healthcare environment in Canada is characterized by mounting
costs and increasing resource scarcity. The same applies for the majority of developed
nations, where a large percentage of the gross domestic product (GDP) is utilized in
healthcare.(136) In this resource-scarce setting, any new screening program should be
analyzed in terms of cost-effectiveness.
There is a current need to investigate the cost-effectiveness of a screening program
for NAFLD.(78) Prior to this study, no other cost-effectiveness study has been undertaken.

5.2 Hypothesis and objectives
Primary hypothesis: Screening of NAFLD in the general population will be cost-effective.
Furthermore, screening of NAFLD in high-risk groups (obesity and type 2 diabetes) would
be even more cost-effective.
Research objectives:
I.

To perform a cost-utility analysis of screening for NASH using the most validated
non-invasive methods.
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II.

To identify key factors that drive cost-effectiveness in order to prioritize areas for
future research.

5.3 Significance of project
This project will be the first of its kind in addressing a key knowledge gap in the study
of NAFLD. If screening is found to be cost-effective in the general population and/or in highrisk groups, this can potentially have real consequences, laying the foundation for a new
screening program in Canada. In the literature review phase of the study, we will highlight
current deficiencies in our knowledge of NAFLD. During the sensitivity analysis of our
model, we will identify key drivers of cost-effectiveness.
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7.1 Summary
Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), which encompasses a spectrum of disease ranging
from simple steatosis, to non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), to end-stage liver cirrhosis, is
currently the leading cause of chronic liver disease in the developed world. The costs associated
with this disease are enormous, both to the healthcare system and to society as a whole. In this
thesis, we addressed and dissected this complex disease of growing importance.
We performed a systematic analysis of this topic, looking at the epidemiology and natural
history of this continuum of disease. We examined the current non-invasive diagnostic modalities
available for NAFLD, including both biomarker panels and imaging-based methods, comparing
them with liver biopsy, the current reference standard for diagnosis. Finally, we looked at the
current management recommendations for NAFLD, which currently encompasses lifestyle
changes and pharmacologic adjuncts.
Before a health economic analysis was performed, we analyzed the appropriateness of
screening for NAFLD, as outlined by Wilson and Jungner at the World Health Organization. These
appropriateness criteria guided the methodology of our cost-utility study. For example, a main
principle in preventing over-diagnosis is to differentiate between diseases with a benign natural
history and those disease processes that progress to cause more harm. Thus, in our cost-utility
model, we did not choose to screen for simple steatosis since literature suggests that it is not likely
to develop into advanced liver disease over a lifetime.
Finally, we examined economic analysis in healthcare and the different types of economic
analyses that are performed. A cost-utility study was deemed most appropriate, given it addresses
both cost-effectiveness and takes into account the quality of life of patients at different stages of
this complex disease.

7.2. Creation of the TreeAge model
To our knowledge, this is the first study addressing the cost-effectiveness of NASH screening
in both a general population and in high-risk obese or diabetic populations. When determining our
screening strategies, we built on the strategies proposed by Musso et al. in their meta-analysis of
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the natural history of NAFLD and the current noninvasive strategies.(9) The screening strategies
proposed comprise of noninvasive measurements of NASH and NASH-related fibrosis. The
question of whether to screen for steatosis arose due to several reasons. First, it represents a
substantial percentage of the population, and much larger than the subset affected by NASH or
NASH-related fibrosis.(129) Second, there are successful lifestyle modifications that can halt and
potentially reverse the disease process.(213) However, as discussed by Musso et al., screening for
simple steatosis would not be cost-effective. In our current understanding of NAFLD, simple
steatosis is generally considered a benign disease with a small proportion progressing to
NASH.(56) By itself, steatosis has no significant bearing on one’s health-related quality of
life.(171) Furthermore, unlike NASH or NASH-related, simple steatosis by itself is not related to
increased liver-related mortality.(55, 56) Put together, screening for steatosis would necessarily be
ineffective and costly. All screening strategies which include screening for steatosis at an early
stage would be economically dominated by those strategies that focus on more severe stages of
NAFLD such as NASH or NASH-fibrosis, which comprises significant increases to liver-related
mortality.(53)
Figure 7.1 illustrates a conceptual example of the decision tree used in our simulations
regarding the natural history of disease. In Figure 7.1, the natural history of NAFLD is best
approximated according to current understandings. The model assumes an annual cycle length,
meaning that each completion through the decision tree occurs within one year’s time. We can
appreciate that the progression from well to steatosis occurs according to an annual transitional
probability as denoted by “t_WellSteatosis”. Before such a transition occurs, the probability of
annual all-cause mortality is taken into account, which is related to the patient’s age as derived
from Statistics Canada. Once a transition (to the steatosis category) or non-transition (remaining
in the well category) has been established, there is an assigned cost, i.e. “c_Nocare”, and utility
value, i.e. “e_Steatosis”. For the purposes of discussion and conceptual illustration, this example
is but a subset of a much larger decision tree. As explained in the research paper, all data, including
annual transitional probabilities, costs, and utilities are derived from our extensive literature
review.
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Figure 7.1: Schematic tree diagram of the natural history of NAFLD. “_STAGE = 100” denotes the number of
years the Markov model will run for. In this case, the model ends after 100 simulated years. For the purposes of the
study, 100 years was an arbitrary number selected to ensure a lifetime horizon (i.e. the simulation ends when all
patients have died).
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The integration of both screening and treatment algorithms presented its own challenges.
Figure 7.2 illustrates conceptually how screening was integrated into the life cycle. Please note
that this example is a subset of the entire screening strategy entitled “NFS/ARFI/CK18 + Biopsy
confirmation + Vit E”. This algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2B of the research paper. We note
that as the simulated patient progresses in the “NASH” disease state, he/she is given an annual
transitional probability of remaining in the “NASH” disease state, progressing to the liver “F1
fibrosis” disease state, or dying of either all-cause or liver-related mortality. However, within the
natural history of progression, we insert the underlying screening program. In this example, those
who remain in the “NASH” disease state are assessed with NAFLD fibrosis score and the CK-18
blood test. According to the sensitivity probabilities of each test, the simulated patient is diagnosed
with the disease or not. Those found to have NASH through the CK-18 blood test is confirmed
with liver biopsy, which assumes a perfect sensitivity. The underlying costs of each test as well as
the utility value of the disease state is assigned at the end of the decision branch. Patients with a
diagnosis of NASH progress to the “NASH Treatment” decision branch.

Figure 7.2: Integration of screening strategies into natural history. For the purposes of illustration, “NASH
Treatment” and “F1 Fibrosis Stage” decision branches are collapsed.
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Integration of treatment in the decision tree follows the same line of thought. Figure 7.3
illustrates conceptually a subset of the entire tree for the screening strategy entitled
“NFS/ARFI/CK18 + Biopsy confirmation + Vit E”. We note that the NASH diagnosed patients
who survive all-cause mortality are then treated according to the screening strategy, in this case
vitamin E. Compliance and non-compliance rates are taken into account for the simulation. Those
that are treated with vitamin E have a probability to stay stable for the year, transition to early liver
fibrosis, or die of liver-related mortality. The same options are present for patients who are noncompliant, but with different probabilities.

Figure 7.3: Integration of treatment strategies. For the purposes of illustration, “NASH” and “F1 Fibrosis Stage”
decision branches are collapsed.

7.3. Discussion
The above examples illustrate the conceptual thinking behind the decision tree used in the
research project. Once a screening strategy was fully mapped, other screening strategies were built
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in similar fashion and ultimately compared in cost-utility analyses and sensitivity analyses. While
there is no reference standard method of building Markov models, there are a few theoretical
advantages for this model method used. This model excels at illustrating and approximating the
current natural history of NAFLD. The minutiae of transitional probability, mortality rates, costs,
health-related quality of life, and treatment effects are all accounted for.
However, there are also a few theoretical limitations to this model. Since the natural history
of the disease forms the foundation for the decision tree, all patients are categorized into either
having a disease or not having a disease. The true negative rate or the specificity of the diagnostic
examinations is not explicitly accounted for in this model. A false-positive study would lead to
over-diagnosis and over-treatment, and therefore not having this option presents biases in terms of
overall cost-effectiveness of strategies. Future models should attempt to address this limitation.
Besides intrinsic model limitations, there are several additional points that would be interesting
to address in future research. Firstly, variations in screening interval were not tested in the study
because we made the assumption that screening would be undertaken in yearly interval. This is
based on precedence from prior cost-effectiveness analysis related to treatment options for NASH
and NASH-fibrosis.(155) Nonetheless, current acceptable screening practices in breast and colon
cancer do not necessary revolve around an annual interval. Secondly, since the publication of the
study, new Canadian guidelines for the economic evaluation of health technologies recommend
the use of probabilistic sensitivity analyses over deterministic sensitivity analyses due to less
overall bias and more robustness of the analyses.(137) Lastly, given that current diagnosis of
NAFLD requires liver biopsies, we did not explicitly account for the decreased number of
unnecessary liver biopsies in the diagnosis of NAFLD and NASH in the setting of NASH screening
versus no surveillance.

7.3. Future direction
Given our current knowledge, we found that screening is cost-effective, particularly in highrisk populations with metabolic syndrome. This work could potentially have important
implications for patients and their families, healthcare providers, as well as healthcare systems. A
screening program for NAFLD would initiate early recognition and treatment of disease, allowing
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patients to address the disease at a preclinical phase. Healthcare providers would also place
increasing importance on screening and prevention. Over the long term, this would have costsaving effects for healthcare systems, which is important, given the current need to addressing
increasing healthcare spending.
At the same time, our research outlined current knowledge gaps concerning NAFLD that will
require future research and direction. The bulk of our understanding of the natural history of
NAFLD comes from relatively short-term observational studies. Given the chronicity of the
disease, controlled, longitudinal studies over the long-term are still needed to definitively
understand the natural history. Furthermore, there are still relevant knowledge gaps concerning the
pharmacologic treatment of NASH and NAFLD. These include addressing questions about the
long-term efficacy and adverse effects of different pharmacologic therapy, in the form of longterm multicenter randomized controlled trials. Finally, specific health-related quality of life studies
in NASH should be undertaken.
All new noninvasive examinations currently and necessarily use liver biopsy as the reference
standard. It is inherently difficult to assess the sensitivity and specificity of liver biopsy because
besides hepatectomy or whole liver explantation, there is no better standard available. However,
as mentioned previously, liver biopsy is an imperfect reference and limited by errors relating to
sample location and size. By assuming the accuracy of liver biopsy to be perfect, we are
overestimating the diagnostic ability of liver biopsy and therefore underestimating the number of
missed diagnoses/treatments. That being said, until a better reference standard is established, liver
biopsy remains the current reference standard for diagnosis of NAFLD spectrum.
This study represents a first step in determining the clinical paradigm surrounding NAFLD
and will act as a stepping stone for future economic analyses.
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ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVES: Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is the most common liver disease in
Western countries. No studies have examined the cost-effectiveness of screening for nonalcoholic
steatohepatitis (NASH), its advanced form. METHODS: We performed a cost-utility analysis of
annual non-invasive screening strategies using third-party payer perspective in a general
population and compared it to screening in a high-risk obese or diabetic population. Screening
algorithms involved well-studied techniques including NAFLD fibrosis score, transient
elastography (TE), and acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI) imaging for detecting advanced
fibrosis (≥ F3); and plasma cytokeratin-18 for NASH detection. Liver biopsy and magnetic
resonance elastography (MRE) were compared as confirmation methods. Canadian dollar costs
were adjusted for inflation and discounted at 5%. Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of
≤$C50,000 was considered cost-effective. RESULTS: Compared with no screening, screening
with NAFLD fibrosis score/TE/CK-18 algorithm with MRE as confirmation for advanced fibrosis
had an ICER of $C26,143 per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gained. Screening in high-risk
obese or diabetic populations was more cost-effective, with an ICER of $C9,051 and $C7,991 per
QALY gained respectively. Liver biopsy confirmation was not found to be cost-effective.
CONCLUSIONS: Our model suggests that annual NASH screening in high-risk obese or diabetic
populations can be cost-effective.

KEYWORDS: Cost-effectiveness; Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD); Fibrosis;
Elastography; Screening
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INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) has been recognized as the most
prevalent liver disease in Western countries, due in large part to the high rates of obesity and type
2 diabetes [1]. It affects an estimated 20-30% of the general adult population, and as much as 90%
of diabetic or obese patients [2-4]. The more advanced form, nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH)
may evolve to fibrosis, cirrhosis, liver failure, and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) [5-9].
Although healthcare costs related to NASH have not been well studied, they are estimated to be
significant due to potential progression to liver failure and HCC. NASH-related liver failure is
predicted to become the main cause of liver transplantation within the next decade [10]. Current
practice guidelines do not advocate screening of NAFLD or NASH at this time, in part due to a
lack of knowledge regarding optimal non-invasive diagnostic strategies, long-term benefits, and
the cost-effectiveness of screening [11; 12]. Although liver biopsy is the current reference standard
for diagnosis of steatohepatitis and advanced fibrosis in patients with NAFLD [12], its
invasiveness makes it an unlikely modality for large-scale screening [13]. To address this issue,
non-invasive blood tests and elastography methods have been introduced for the detection of
NASH or advanced fibrosis (≥ F3) [14-16]. Screening for this highly prevalent disease may be
worthwhile [17], but as of yet, the value of screening strategies for NASH has not been studied.
Given that healthcare systems are limited in their financial resources, competing screening
strategies should be analyzed for their cost-effectiveness. Cost-utility studies, which incorporate
the widely applicable quality-adjusted life year (QALY), a measure of health outcome, should
guide policy makers in their decision to implement new screening strategies.
Weight loss is currently the recommended standard of care for NASH [12; 18]. In more advanced
disease, vitamin E has been recommended as pharmacotherapy in non-diabetic patients with
histologically-proven NASH [11; 12]. Pioglitazone is another suggested pharmacotherapy based
upon latest randomized-control trials and meta-analyses [19; 20]. It should be noted that there are
long-term safety concerns with vitamin E related to all-cause mortality and prostate cancer, and
about thiazolidinediones related to bladder cancer, osteoporosis, and congestive heart failure [11;
12]. Despite these concerns, a recent cost-utility study established the cost-effectiveness of
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pharmacological therapy for delaying the progression of NASH fibrosis using pioglitazone and
vitamin E [21].
To our knowledge, there is currently no cost-utility study for NASH screening in the Western
population. In this era of cost-containment, we believe it will be important to explore the costeffectiveness and opportunity cost of screening for NASH. Thus, the primary aim of our study was
to estimate the cost-effectiveness in a general population of different screening strategies for
NASH or advanced fibrosis (≥ F3) detection, while incorporating currently recommended
treatment practices. In order to determine the optimal population to target for screening, our
secondary aim was to estimate the cost-effectiveness of these screening strategies in high-risk
obese or type 2 diabetes populations.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Markov Model and Assumptions
From a health-care system perspective, a decisional Markov model was developed (TreeAge
Software, Williamstown, MA) to estimate the expected lifetime costs and QALYs associated with
screening strategies for NASH. This model was constructed to mirror the natural history of
NAFLD disease progression through the histopathological continuum of simple steatosis, NASH,
fibrosis stages, and cirrhosis [5]. Patients with cirrhosis may progress onto liver failure and also
have increased probability of developing HCC (Figure 1) [22].
To address our research aims, we ran the simulation for a general population and for high-risk
populations, either with obesity or type 2 diabetes. Patients began screening at the age of 30. At
the beginning of the simulation, the population was divided among these mutually exclusive health
states according to mean prevalence rates reported in developed countries for a general population,
an obese population, and a type 2 diabetes population, respectively. The model assumed an annual
cycle length. In each cycle, simulated populations could remain in their health states or progress
according to transition probabilities derived from literature. Screening and treatment strategies
were superimposed onto this life cycle model of NAFLD. For the purpose of developing this
model, histological improvement was assumed a good correlate for clinical outcomes. Both allcause and liver-related mortalities were taken into account at each stage of disease. The simulation
ended once every member of the population died. A lifetime horizon was chosen for this model to
better reflect NAFLD disease progression [23], as well as to better represent the magnitude of costs
and utilities associated with the disease. Peer-reviewed guidelines for economic evaluations were
followed in the creation of this model [24; 25].
Competing Screening Strategies
The competing screening strategies incorporated independently and widely studied non-invasive
tests. Plasma cytokeratin-18 (CK-18) was assessed for the noninvasive detection of NASH.
NAFLD fibrosis score, ultrasound transient elastography (TE), and ultrasound acoustic radiation
force impulse (ARFI) imaging were assessed for the detection of advanced fibrosis (≥ F3) [14; 16;
26]. We compared a sequential algorithm [14] that incorporates the NAFLD fibrosis score,
transient elastography, and CK-18 with biopsy confirmation to no screening in our Markov model.
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The underlying assumption was that a strategy combining noninvasive methods for NASH and
fibrosis detection would decrease the number of unnecessary liver biopsies [14; 16]. Given the
similar sensitivity of ultrasound-based elastography for the detection of advanced fibrosis, we
compared a variant of this sequential algorithm by substituting TE with ARFI [27]. In addition,
considering the high diagnostic accuracy of magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) for fibrosis
staging [26], we also compared MRE against liver biopsy for the confirmation of advanced
fibrosis. The mortality risk associated with liver biopsy as well as the costs associated with severe
bleeding complications were implemented in the model [28]. Figure 2 illustrates the various
screening strategies compared in our study.
Treatment Arms
Three treatment branches were implemented in the model. In accordance with international
guidelines, NASH patients with no or mild fibrosis (F ≤ 1) were treated with lifestyle intervention
and weight loss, whereas patients with advanced fibrosis (F ≥ 3) were treated pharmacologically
[29]. Lifestyle intervention aimed to achieve an overall weight reduction of 7-10% by combining
regimented exercise, diet, and behavior adjustments. The treatment effect on NASH progression
was calculated from a randomized controlled trial looking at the histological improvements of a
lifestyle intervention program versus standard of care [18]. The pharmacotherapies considered in
our model included vitamin E and pioglitazone [19; 30]. Treatment effects on fibrosis progression
were estimated by applying the relative risk for histological improvement used in a previous costutility analysis [21]. Pharmacotherapies were stopped in the event of liver decompensation
development, in accordance with assumptions made previously [21].
Model Parameter Estimates
Prevalence, annual transition probabilities, and mortality risk for the Markov model were derived
from a systematic literature review (Table 1). Annual transition probabilities were calculated
based on the approach outlined by Miller and Homan for converting rates over time [31]. Screening
test sensitivities were obtained from meta-analyses. Liver biopsy, as the accepted reference
standard, was assumed to have 100% accuracy.
Costs
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Annual healthcare costs were derived from the Canadian Provincial Billing Guides [32]. Relevant
costs include primary care follow-up, specialist consultation, and blood work panels to rule out
alternative diagnoses of chronic liver disease. Screening tests were micro-costed from the
Canadian Provincial Billing Guides, the Canadian Agency of Drugs and Technologies in Health,
and related literature on micro-costing of elastography methods in Canada [33-35]. Cost of
cytokeratin-18 M30-apoptosense ELISA kit (PEVIVA, Bromma, Sweden) were obtained from the
company website [36]. Annual patient care costs for liver decompensation were taken from the
Canadian Institute of Health Information [37]. The costs of HCC management and liver
transplantation were derived from published literature specific to the Canadian healthcare system
[38; 39]. All costs incorporated into the model are in 2013 Canadian dollars ($CAD) (Table 2 and
Supplementary Table 1). Costs were adjusted for inflation to 2013 when needed using the
national inflation index [40].
Health-Related Quality of Life
For health-related quality of life data, we used the largest study performed in patients with NAFLD
to date [41]. This study provided quality of life data on patients with NAFLD and NASH in the
form of a SF-36 survey. The data from these surveys were then converted to utility estimates using
the method described by Nichol et al. [42]. Further health-related quality of life information on
NASH-associated fibrosis, cirrhosis and hepatic decompensation were nonexistent. Therefore, we
used utilities from health-related quality of life studies on other causes of chronic liver disease [4346]. Given the benign nature of the disease, simple steatosis was assumed an utility estimate of 1.
Utility values for each health state are reported in Table 3.
Outcomes
Outcomes were measured in terms of costs ($CAD) and in terms of quality-adjusted life years
gained (QALYs). The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of each strategy was calculated
as the incremental difference in cost divided by the incremental difference in quality-adjusted life
years of two consecutive strategies. In the Canadian heath care setting, ICERs of less than
$C50,000 per QALY gained is usually considered cost-effective. The discount rate was set at 5%
in accordance with Canadian guidelines [25]. A strategy is dominating when it results in lower
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cost and higher QALYs in comparison to another and dominated when it results with higher cost
and less QALYs in comparison to another.
Sensitivity Analyses
The robustness of our results was assessed in terms of one-way sensitivity analyses, in which all
model parameters were varied across a range taken from published data or at 95% confidence
intervals. For the transition probability from simple steatosis to NASH, which was not readily
available due to a paucity of data, we took a large range of plausible values [23]. Two-way
sensitivity analyses were performed on select pairs of parameters that were influential in one-way
sensitivity analyses. There were not enough published data to build probability distributions for
undergoing a probabilistic sensitivity analysis.
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RESULTS
Table 4 illustrates the results for the top three dominating screening strategies for the base case
analysis for each population studied. In the general population, no surveillance as a baseline
strategy costs $C6,561 per person with a total utility value of 42.04 QALYs gained over the
lifetime of the patient. NAFLD fibrosis score/TE/CK-18 sequential strategy with MRE
confirmation for advanced fibrosis and vitamin E treatment cost $C3,136 more per person but also
delivered incremental utility increase of 0.12 QALYs. This strategy was found to be cost-effective
with an ICER of $C26,143/QALY gained according to a threshold of $C50,000/QALY gained.
The same strategy with pioglitazone treatment was found to have an ICER of $C199,870/QALY
gained.
Cost-utility in High-risk Populations
In an obese population, the NAFLD fibrosis score/TE/CK-18 sequential strategy with MRE
confirmation for advanced fibrosis and vitamin E treatment resulted in an ICER of $C9,051/QALY
gained compared to no surveillance. In a type 2 diabetic population, the same screening strategy
resulted in an ICER of $C7,991/QALY gained compared to no surveillance. The remaining
screening strategies not seen in Table 4 were dominated and therefore not found to be costeffective.
Sensitivity Analyses
One-way sensitivity analysis results for the NAFLD fibrosis score/TE/CK-18 sequential algorithm
with MRE confirmation and vitamin E treatment are summarized in Figure 3. In this analysis, all
parameters used during the simulations were varied through the range of values found in literature
or by applying 95% confidence intervals to test the robustness of our results given the potential
uncertainty of parameter values. The ICER for the base case scenario is delineated by the vertical
line. The ICERs within the variable range tested move from the blue (lower range) to the red side
(upper range).
Three variables were found to have the greatest effect on the ICER: the test cost for TE, the starting
age for screening, and the annual transition probability of steatosis to NASH. If the cost of an
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individual TE test was assumed to be $C50, then the ICER was $C20,521/QALY gained. At an
upper limit assumption of $C250 per test, then the ICER increased to $C43,040/QALY gained. If
the starting age for screening began at 18 years of age, the ICER was found to be as low as
$C17,535/QALY gained. However, if screening began at 43 years old or later, the ICER surpassed
the $C50,000/QALY gained threshold. The annual probability of developing steatohepatitis, a
value that has not been well documented in literature, also had an important effect on the ICER. If
the annual probability of developing steatohepatitis was 8.8%, then the ICER would be
$C11,164/QALY gained; however, if the annual incidence of steatohepatitis were as low as 0.03%,
then the ICER would increase to more than $C42,787/QALY gained.
In accordance with Canadian health technology assessment guidelines, the model was assessed
using 0% as well as 3% discount rates for comparison purposes with other jurisdictions [25]. In
general, lowering the discount rate resulted in more cost-effective strategies. At 0% discount, all
screening strategies became more cost-effective. The NAFLD fibrosis score/TE/CK-18 sequential
algorithm with MRE confirmation resulted in an ICER of $C15,493/QALY gained.
Two-way sensitivity analyses were conducted to examine the effect on ICER of varying pairs of
influential variables simultaneously. This can help distinguish particular thresholds whereby one
strategy becomes more cost-effective than another assuming a $C50,000/QALY gained threshold.
Two-way sensitivity analyses found that ARFI and TE were interchangeable in the sequential
algorithm.
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DISCUSSION
We performed a cost-utility analysis to address the current knowledge gap regarding the costeffectiveness of screening for NASH. Given the present inclination towards reducing overdiagnosis and over-treatment in the healthcare community [47], we believe it is important to
estimate the cost-effectiveness of a NASH screening program when compared to the opportunity
cost of no screening. Specifically, we analyzed screening strategies for the detection of
steatohepatitis and NASH-fibrosis, two advanced forms of NAFLD that may progress to end-stage
liver disease. At present, no single non-invasive test is accurate enough to replace liver biopsy
which remains the established reference standard for the diagnosis of steatohepatitis and advanced
fibrosis in patients with NAFLD [12]. However, due to the invasive and costly nature of liver
biopsy, it is not feasible as a screening test. By combining the most widely studied non-invasive
tests, we are able to categorize patients according to their probability of having advanced disease
and thus limit the total number of liver biopsies [14; 16]. To further decrease the invasiveness of
a screening strategy for NASH, we examined the potential of MRE as an alternate reference
standard to liver biopsy for liver fibrosis diagnosis, based on promising meta-analysis results [26].
Finally, we compared these screening algorithms in both general and high-risk populations to
determine the most cost-effective population to screen.
Our model suggests that, in a general population, a sequential algorithm that includes the NAFLD
fibrosis score/TE/CK-18, with MRE confirmation for advanced fibrosis, and vitamin E as
treatment, can be a cost-effective surveillance strategy with an ICER of $C26,143/QALY gained.
In comparison, the same sequential algorithm with pioglitazone treatment was found to have a
higher ICER of $C199,870/QALY gained. The results indicate that the combination of noninvasive tests for detection of advanced fibrosis and NASH, with lifestyle changes and vitamin E
as treatment, provides incremental gains of QALYs over no surveillance. By detecting earlier
stages of the NAFLD and by implementing treatment according to current guidelines, this
surveillance strategy demonstrates the potential to limit the transition of patients towards liver
cirrhosis and end-stage liver disease, and its associated quality-of-life and economic costs.
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Vitamin E appears to be more cost-effective as a treatment than pioglitazone in our model. A
previous cost-utility analysis by Mahady et al. suggested that pioglitazone was a more costeffective treatment than vitamin E in NAFLD patients at risk of cirrhotic progression [21]. This
difference may be reflective of the fact that vitamin E is significantly less costly than pioglitazone
in Canada and that we also incorporated lifestyle treatment for NASH in our model. However,
before we can reach a definitive conclusion, it is important to note that the absolute difference in
costs and QALYs between the two treatment strategies is quite small. Given that there is less than
a 1% difference in costs and a 0.01% difference in QALYs between the two strategies, we cannot
conclude with absolute certainty that one strategy is significantly more cost-effective than another.
Our model suggests that MRE is more cost-effective than liver biopsy as a confirmation method
in a screening program for advanced fibrosis (≥ F3). Strategies with liver biopsy as confirmation
for advanced NASH-fibrosis were more costly for less QALYs gained. This result reflects both
the potential of MRE as an alternative reference standard, as well as the mortality and morbidity
associated with liver biopsy. In recent years, MRE has emerged as a highly accurate modality for
the staging of liver fibrosis, with histopathology as the reference standard [26]. From the point of
view of a screening program, confirmation with MRE would likely be better accepted by the
general population, given that it is non-invasive. Liver biopsy is associated with a small, but
significant, risk of mortality, as well as a morbidity risk associated with severe bleeding, which
may limit the willingness of asymptomatic patients to undergo a screening program, as well as the
number of prescriptions by physicians [48].
The one-way sensitivity analysis identified the key drivers of cost-effectiveness. These include the
cost of TE, starting age of surveillance, and the annual transitional probability from simple
steatosis to NASH. In the base case scenario, the underlying assumption was that screening would
begin at 30 years of age. Given that NASH and its complications are becoming an increasing
problem among younger people [12], earlier screening could be a possibility. Ultrasound-based
elastography methods, namely TE or ARFI, have similar sensitivities for detection of advanced
fibrosis [27; 49; 50] and may be used interchangeably for fibrosis staging in the clinical workflow
[16]. However, in our model, a sequential algorithm in which TE was substituted with ARFI was
found to be dominated by the leading screening strategy with TE. This difference in cost/QALY
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gained may be explained by the higher cost of ARFI over TE in our micro-costing scenario. Since
itemized costs for these elastography tests have yet to be established in the Canadian healthcare
billing guides, the micro-costing relied on a series of assumptions. To address the inherent
uncertainties surrounding our assumptions on costs for these exams, we performed a two-way
sensitivity analysis, which suggested that ARFI and TE were close to equivalent in the sequential
screening algorithm along the range of costs from $C50 to $C250.
Our secondary aim was to examine the cost-effectiveness of these same screening strategies in
high-risk obese and type 2 diabetes populations. We found that the most cost-effective screening
strategy in a general population ($C26,143/QALY gained) was significantly more cost-effective
in high-risk populations ($C9,051/QALY gained in an obese population and $C7,991/QALY
gained in a type 2 diabetes population). While we did not investigate specific higher-risk ethnic
groups [51] in our current model, we suspect that screening in higher-risk ethnic populations would
similarly be more cost-effective.
One of the principles of preventing over-diagnosis is to better differentiate between benign disease
and progressive disease that will cause more harm [47]. Thus, in our model, we did not screen for
simple steatosis because, without inflammation, it is considered a benign, non-progressive disease
in the majority of patients and not likely to develop into advanced fibrosis during their lifetimes
[52]. Instead, we focused on the non-invasive detection of steatohepatitis and fibrosis, both of
which are progressive stages of NAFLD and can lead to major complications if not found and
treated. In our model, the non-invasive detection of NASH without advanced fibrosis depended on
CK-18 fragments, which has a fair accuracy for NASH screening [53], with confirmation by liver
biopsy. The current challenge with CK-18 includes its limited availability and as such it has not
been introduced in clinical practice in Canada. Alternatively, MRE has been proposed for detection
of NASH [54]. However, this will require independent validation in the future before we can
consider an entirely non-invasive screening algorithm.
There are limitations to our study. The relevance of screening relies on the assumption that
effective long-term therapy for NASH exists. It is conceivable that the histological improvements
observed in short-term randomized controlled trials on lifestyle modification [18], pioglitazone,
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and vitamin E [19; 20] may not be sustainable after discontinuation of therapy and over the lifetime
horizon. Thus, longer-term studies on NASH and antifibrotic treatment are required. Nonetheless,
current guidelines suggest the usage of pharmacologic therapy (vitamin E and glitazones) with
caution in specific patients with elevated risk of progression to cirrhosis who have failed lifestyle
intervention [11].
Further, we did not model the potential side effects of pharmacotherapy. Glitazones have been
implicated in long-term safety concerns regarding cardiovascular disease, bladder cancer, and bone
loss whereas vitamin E has been associated with a possible increase in all-cause mortality and risk
of prostate cancer. However, given that there has been much controversy and conflicting results in
the literature [55-59], and that it was not possible to model all complications for the purposes of
an economic model, we decided not to implement them. Thus, the QALYs gained per strategy may
be less than reported in our results, and the ICERs of surveillance strategies may be less favorable.
Our study has the following strengths. The algorithms studied in our model were derived from
meta-analyses and compatible with current guidelines. The model parameters were based on a
systematic literature review to identify prevalence, transition probabilities, costs, and utilities.
These parameters represent a comprehensive simulation of NAFLD continuum. Where possible,
we used utility estimates for steatohepatitis derived from a population with NASH [41]. Using
present literature, we were able to address questions surrounding the long-term cost-effectiveness
of NASH screening in different at-risk groups and assess the driving factors of cost-effectiveness
in our sensitivity analyses.
Although economic modeling can be very useful, it is important to highlight deficiencies in current
data that would otherwise have enriched our model. Through our extensive literature review in
building our model, we have identified gaps in knowledge that should be addressed in future
studies. There is currently a lack of health-related quality of life studies in NASH and NASHfibrosis. No definitive utility estimates are available for different disease states of NASH and
estimates were taken from mathematical conversions of SF-36 surveys or from other causes of
chronic liver disease. Long-term transition rates for specific high-risk populations or ethnicities
were sparse and further epidemiological data are needed. Finally, long-term treatment for NASH
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and NASH-fibrosis should be more definitely studied in multicenter randomized controlled trials,
in particular regarding their long-term efficacy and side effects.
In summary, our cost-utility model suggests that NASH screening is cost-effective with noninvasive screening methods for steatohepatitis and advanced fibrosis. Furthermore, screening in
high-risk populations of obese or type 2 diabetes patients is more cost-effective than in a general
Western population. Before decision-makers decide to implement a screening program, further
studies should better establish the quality of life in NASH and the long-term effectiveness and
safety of therapy.
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TABLES
Table 1. Model Parameters
Parameters

Base Estimate

References

(Range)
Prevalence
Prevalence of steatosis in general population
Prevalence of steatosis in type 2 diabetes population
Prevalence of steatosis in obese population

0.23 (0.16-0.30)

[4; 5; 60]

0.70

[61]

0.75 (0.64-0.90)

[62]
[5; 63; 64]

Prevalence of NASH in general population

0.04 (0.02-0.122)

[2; 23; 65; 66]

Prevalence of NASH in type 2 diabetes population

0.25 (0.25-0.30)

[14; 67]

Prevalence of NASH in obese population

0.20 (0.19-0.50)

[5; 62-64]

Prevalence of NASH-cirrhosis in general population

0.0019 (0.0018-

[68; 69]

0.0020)
Prevalence of NASH-cirrhosis in type 2 diabetes

0.02 (0.02-0.03)

Author's assumptions

Probability of developing steatosis

0.029 (0.02-0.04)

[23; 70]

Probability of developing NASH

0.0084 (0.00029-

[23; 71-73]

population
Annual transition probabilities

0.088)
Probability of NASH liver-related mortality

0.0038 (0.002-0.01)

[6; 74; 75]

Probability of developing fibrosis

0.089 (0.065-0.092)

[3; 23; 52; 76]

Probability of worsening fibrosis

0.11 (0.10-0.13)

[3; 23; 73; 77]

0.02-0.06

[6; 78]

0.034 (0.015-0.049)

[75; 79-81]

Probability of developing decompensated cirrhosis

0.06 (0.04-0.16)

[6; 11; 52; 79; 80]

Probability

0.16 (0.15-0.38)

[8; 82]

Probability of developing cirrhosis
Probability of NASH-cirrhosis liver-related mortality
of

decompensated

cirrhosis-related

mortality
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Probability of developing HCC

0.029 (0.017-0.08)

[7; 8; 21; 22; 74; 80]

0.52 (0.47-0.58)

[83-85]

0.068 (0.068-0.23)

[85; 86]

0.05 (0.05-0.25)

[21; 87]

0.77 (0.64-0.92)

[14; 53; 88]

NAFLD fibrosis score

0.64 (0.59-0.70)

[14; 89]

Transient elastography (TE)

0.85 (0.58-0.95)

[14; 15; 50; 90; 91]

Acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI)

0.89 (0.87-0.99)

[49; 50; 92; 93]

Magnetic resonance elastography (MRE)

0.92 (0.85-0.96)

[26]

Rate of technical failure of TE

0.16

[94]

Rate of technical failure of ARFI

0.021

[50]

2.40

[18]

Histological improvement to pioglitazone

1.38 (1.01-1.89)

[19; 20]

Histological improvement to vitamin E

1.35 (0.87-2.09)

[19; 20]

Rate of mortality

0.002

[28]

Rate of major bleeding

0.0065

[28]

Probability of hepatoma mortality at year 1
Probability of hepatoma mortality in subsequent years
Probability of liver transplantation
Sensitivity for NASH detection
Plasma cytokeratin-18 fragments
Sensitivity for advanced fibrosis (≥ F3)

Technical failure of elastography methods

Treatment response
Histological improvement to lifestyle changes

Complications of liver biopsy

Abbreviations: NASH, nonalcoholic steatohepatitis; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; NAFLD,
nonalcoholic fatty liver disease.
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Table 2. Health Care Costs (CAN$, Canadian Dollars)
Parameters
Annual clinical care costs
No care
Routine care and lifestyle changes
Routine care and pioglitazone
Routine care and vitamin E
Compensated cirrhosis and pioglitazone
Compensated cirrhosis and vitamin E
Decompensated cirrhosis
Hepatocellular carcinoma (net over 5 years)
Liver transplant (1st year)
Itemized clinical care
Specialist consultation (initial)
Specialist consultation (follow-up)
Primary care doctor consultation
Dietitian/counselling
Laboratory
Full blood count
Liver function tests
Lipids
Oral glucose tolerance test
Hepatitis C antibody
Hepatitis B surface antigen
Anti nuclear antibody
Screening methods
NAFLD fibrosis score
Plasma cytokeratin-18 fragments (CK-18)
Transient elastography (TE)
Ultrasound-based elastography (ARFI)
Diagnostic method
Magnetic resonance elastography
Liver biopsy
Complications
Post-biopsy
complication
requiring
hospitalization
Treatment (yearly)
Pioglitazone (Actos)
Vitamin E (800 IU)

Base Estimate (Range)

References

77.20
325.00
2106.20
463.70
2183.40
540.90
16,679.50 (10,884-22,475)
15949.80
163818.77

[32]
[32]
[32]
[32]
[32]
[32]
[32; 37]
[38]
[39]

157.00
105.25
77.20
62.75

[32]
[32]
[32]
[32]

11.03
20.70
21.31
15.68
27.24
36.30
27.24

[32]
[32]
[32]
[32]
[32]
[32]
[32]

12.95
6.44
99.44
114.62

[32]
[36]
[33; 35]
[33; 35]

333.98 (250-400)
595.60 (450-1300)

[34; 35]
[95-97]

4579

[98]

1084.05
138.7

[99]
[99]

Abbreviations: NAFLD, nonalcoholic fatty liver disease.
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Table 3. Health-Related Quality of Life
Parameters
Well
Steatosis
NASH
Fibrosis
Cirrhosis
Decompensated cirrhosis
Hepatoma
Surgical resection (1st month)
Liver transplant (1st year)
Liver transplant (after transplant)

Base Estimate (Range)
1
1.0 (0.86-1)
0.85 (0.84-0.86)
0.84 (0.83-0.85)
0.80 (0.65-0.89)
0.60 (0.46-0.81)
0.73 (0.50-0.80)
0.73 (0.62-0.84)
0.69 (0.62-0.86)
0.80 (0.79-0.83)

References
Authors' assumption
[41], Author's assumption
[41]
[41]
[21; 43; 44; 46]
[21; 43; 44; 46]
[43]
[100]
[44; 45; 101]
[101]

Abbreviations: NASH, nonalcoholic steatohepatitis.
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Table 4. Base Case Analysis of Costs (CAN$) and Utilities of NASH Screening Strategies for
General, High Risk Obese, and High Risk Type 2 Diabetes Populations.
Population
Type
General
Population

Screening
Strategies

No Surveillance
Screening*
with
MRE confirmation
and
vitamin
E
treatment
Screening*
with
MRE confirmation
and
pioglitazone
treatment
Obese
No Surveillance
Population
Screening*
with
MRE confirmation
and
vitamin
E
treatment
Screening*
with
MRE confirmation
and
pioglitazone
treatment
Type
2 No Surveillance
Diabetes
Screening*
with
Population
MRE confirmation
and
vitamin
E
treatment
Screening*
with
MRE confirmation
and
pioglitazone
treatment

Cost
(CAN$)

QALYs

Incremental
Benefits
(QALYs)
—
0.1200

$/QALY
(ICER)

42.0422
42.1622

Incremental
Cost
(CAN$)
—
$3,136

$6,561
$9,697

$10,563

42.1665

$866

0.0043

$199,870

$13,703
$17,197

38.7285
39.1145

—
$3,494

—
0.3861

—
$9,051

$19,809

39.1289

$2,613

0.0143

$182,364

$15,049
$18,608

38.1394
38.5848

—
$3,559

—
0.4454

—
$7,991

$21,576

38.6015

$2,968

0.0167

$178,210

—
$26,143

*Screening algorithm involving NAFLD fibrosis score and transient elastography for fibrosis detection,
and cytokeratin-18 for NASH detection.
Abbreviations: NASH, nonalcoholic steatohepatitis; QALY; quality-adjusted life year; MRE, magnetic
resonance elastography.
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